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RAIN tonight or Friday, with cooler temperatures, is the wealth er forecast,
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a dispatch received here from Admiral
Howard, commanding the Paciflc.fleet.
Admiral Howard" reported further' that
UNG yd ASSIST, the news of mediation through Argentine,, Brazil and Chile Is favorably reme,i$ of the
ceived by the better class of citizens
:ment
at Mazatlan. The message was Bent
through the lines to tbei constitution
.
:
u
alists.

t
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Continued reports of renewed flightaf.e
ing at Tampico, that the battleships
Utah and Florida were being held in
Refugee Reach Galveston
readiness to sail and that the Dixie THEY ARE BACLY BURNED AND
Galveston, Tex., April 30. Galveston
was loading with marines
IDENTIFICAT'ON
IS DECLARtor that
welcomed the 470 refuges released to
port all lacked official confirmation.
'
day from quarantine on board the bat
ED IMPOSSIBLE
Connecticut, which brought
tleship.
Blind Prisoners Released
them here last Sunday from Vera
Lcde-3- ,
W. Va., April 24. After 24
Cruz and Tampico, The work of dis
The release of prisoners from the
hours of exhanhti".; effort, Chief
water-soake- d
embarking proceeded slowly, and it
au
dungeons pf Fort
ana a part of West 'Virginia was
late in the morning before the
Juan de Ulioa, where many came forth Heniy
last refugee was brought ashore.
blinded from the years spent in dark- D. S. ness, was a revelation of the charac- th6 hottom ot sIiaft Na 5 ol the New The corps of army aviators, with
idnED
River Collieries company, where 187 Lieutenant Fulois of the Seventeenth
ter and" the attitude of the United
miners were buried by an explosion
infantry in charge, reached Galveston
States.
last Tuesday. They found little gas early today on a special train from
and no damp, and expressed the be- San Diego. The aviators are
Reports That America Had Been Requested to Modify Demands
prepared
Will Attack Saltillo
lief that conditions were such that for
on Mexican Dictator Are Declared to Have Been Unfoundscouting duty in Mexico, and exEl Paso, Tex., April 30. An answer
some of the .entombed miners may
to the statement made yesterday in
pect to ha sent to Vera Cruz on the
ed Vera Cruz Is Now Under Civil Laws of Mexico, Adstill be alive.
With
next departing
transport
connection with the request of the
Governor Hatfield, who returned to Lieutenant Fuloia and two other lieuministrated by General Funston and His
mediators for an armAre Being Treated With Every Courtesy.
istice that the next move to be con Charleston last night, is expected tenants, were 41 men. There were
sidered by the representatives of Bra here today, and will personally as- three biplanes on board the train and
sume charge of the doctors.
three additional machines are on their
zil, Argentine and Chile would involve
Soon after 8 o'e'ock X W.
Washington, April 30. It was as- formal acceptance on the part of the the constitutionalists in Mexico, waa
Paul, way here from the factory.
'
chief of engineers of the Pittsburgh
serted here today on unquestionable principals.
made here today.
American
South
the
station of the bureau of mines, deSecretary Bryan was duly notified
authority that
Regulars Replace Guards
Representatives of the constitutionenvoys who are seeking to avert a jesterday of the belief of the mediat- alists declared today that the prepara- scended the shaft Jo company with
Yuma, Ariz., April SO. The Arizona
crisis in Mexico have appealed to Eu- ors that their efforts to accomplish tion now being made
government rescue! men, and found militia, which has been doing border
by General Fran
ropean governments for friendly of- something definite would be greatly cisco Villa to take the field against six bodies huddled together and so patrol duty and which was recalled
hurned that i.intlfication
fices to facilitate mediation between facilitated by the proclamation of a the federal
was at the order of Governor George W.
garrison at Saltillo is the badly
general armistice.
Mexico and the United .States.
Further in the galleries P.. Hunt, was replaced today by Combest answer to any possible request by impossible.
No ()iiint reply was made by the
'&s stilted, did not
The appeal,-it- .
the
countries who they louaied other h"(iies.; soon after- pany T) of the Twelfth United States
; States
United
government, for the have offered their
wards 'the first' bo'l.'ea were hoisted infantry, which arrived today to do
Include a request, as reported from
good office's to 'set-- .
ascerrarv niorme. rjtard dnv alon? the Laiinna
a
their, r,f;'Nvlli;ii: ft.irst desired to
"abroad th.itaih0'frwerrfTiSn
tie the. 'J'lefiUfinatlBWife bfttwflWu-- . "tit. and lilaeed in a
tain the intentions of the Btterta govThe crowd made' a luhU lor'tTio Up- - UTl'.'ai'HiU gal ; iulif ?u n&mr. t
eral Huerta and the United States to
influence on President Wilson to name
ernment However, Mr. Bryan said
conditions which would insure sucfor a cessation of hostil ple, hut was held back by deputy
any
there would be a ities request
he
assumed
today
was
Americans are Insulted
also
between the federals and con sheritis and guards.
cess of the negotiations. It
of hostilities. In the war stitutionalists.
Fans were at once started, in the
Calexico, Calif., April 30. Amerilearned that a proposal to General suspension
department it is stated there Is no
The investment of Saltillo will mark hope that the entries could he clear- cans along the international border
Carranza, as head of the constitutionpresent intention of attacking the the attack
armistice
to
the
proposed
by the constitutionalists on ed of such gas as remained after the, reported to military officers that they
join
alists,
Mexicans if our troops and marines
between the, United States and Htrer-ta- , at Vera! Cruz are left alone and no the "second line of defense" of the explosion, and the pumps were set In had been subjected to a series of inmotion so that tlie rescue
federals.
parties sults by Mexican mrales or line ridhas been made by the mediating
attempt la made to ill treat American
could reach the farthest recesses of ers. One boy said he was chased
haa
General
Villa
taken
immediate
'
envoys.
y
civilians.
across the line, some miles west of
steps to mobilize his entire fighting the mine.
The request of the powers, it is deThe same is true as to the navy force
1 5,000 men
A rancher said bullets had
here.
which
is
estimated
at
clared, already has borne fruit, as department, and it is declared Admirdition, to undergo a protracted cam- been fired at him.
around
Saltillo.
In
of
forefront
the
of
several diplomatic representatives
al Fletcher has been so tolerant aa to
the battliO
will be found paign in the field, even be.fore the
European nations have consulted with permit a whole shipload of Mexican' Monclovia undoubtedly
Herrara's
of 13,000 capture of Tampico, which Is counted
Refugees Reach San Diego
brigade
to
the
Secretary Bryan with relation
troops to depart from Vera Cnuz har- men. ' Monclovia
San Diego, Calif., April 30. With
his on to give the rebels a port of entry
with
Herrara,
re- bor
Denials
of
previous
negotiations.
without molestation, when he brother
Luis, is credited with the rep which will be independent of foreign 150 refugees from various ports on
to could
ports from abroad with regard
easily have captured them.
utation of being the, most effective regulation of shipments.
the west coast of Mexico on board,
were
waa
out,
pointed
this matter, it
Ton-eon- ,
Reports emanating from Mexico "fighting man" in north Mexico, with
Pedro
and
San
Monterey
the
auxiliary Glacier passed San Die
based on the report that the powers pity last night that an American
have fallen into their hands, go bound for San Francisco.
the
already
of Villa.
exception
modifion
a
to
Insist
liiad been asked
hadSBobarded Man&anillo on the
It waa reported at one time that the first two after protracted and Sixteen refugees from Mazatlan arcation of the attitude of the United Pacific coast of Mexico and that
Carranza contemplated replacing Gen- costly engagements. The rebel troops rived here today on the United States
States.
American marines had been landed at
eral Villa in the supreme constitution- at present in the neighborhood of the collier Justin.
Officials here, who are in touch, Salina Sruz, caused officials here, conalist military command by General important towns are under command
'
with the negotiations, insist that siderable concern. Both reports being Monclovia'
of General Francisco Cos, His author
Herrara.'
Buci'if action was .not even considered, untrue, they feared they might have
on to ity is expected, however, to last only
of
the
counted
Many
troops
NOT
htid that f rieadly offices of some of been circulated 'in Mexico for the
In. the movement against so Jong aa Monclovia Herrara and
take
the European governments had been purpdse :eof "arousing resentment Saltillopart
Chialready are in the field. Gen- Villa remain at the rebel base at
extended before the mediation offi- against Americana. The hope here is eral
YET OUT OF MCE
Cos already has 4,0$0 huahua.
Fernando
that no untoward incidents will arise men
cers made the general request.
con
The
federal
south
originally
of
garrison
and
it
Saltillo,
operating
It la believed here any step taken to hamper the 'peac.e negotiations.
is expected that Villa, in expectation sisted of 2,200 men, but the fugitives
powers,-..probablby the European ';
of making a definite demonstration be from the remnants of Velasco's Tor- - THEY ANNOUNCE THEY WILL
Manzanillo Reported Shelled
HAVE A TICKET IN EACH
would be limited to emphasizing
fore Saltillo, will leave but a handful reon army and the fleeing garrison of
The report from Mexico City that of
COUNTY THIS FALL
to
increased
foroei
that
through! their representatives the hope
have
n
to
Monterey
troops
garrison Chihuahua,
that the mediation would be success- the port of Manzanillo, on the Pacific
and Monterey! It Is estimated by 10,000. The present federal line-oChicago, April 30. George W. Per- ful and their desire to facilitate this coast, had been bombarded by an rebel army officials that the garricon defense runs through Zacatecas, al- at
the
was
no
was
is
Itlns
American
denied,
it
of New York, voicing the opinion
desire,
warship
purpose. There
lSil,ltillo reinforced by tho fugitives' tillo and Tampico. Zacatecas already
of
his
is
General
Bald,' on. the part of these governments White House today, investigation ;fr(,m MfwltM.B
is
who
colleagues on the national exeMMnl.n
Invested
,ui ovM,,
Natera,
by
to interfere with the policy of Presi- disclosed that a conflagration,' said , villa exnecw to nut 15 brigade into said to have the federal garrison ef- cutive committee of the progressive
to have been of an incendiary origin, the fleld Thja distributioll ot ni6 fectively bottled up within that city. party, in session today, said:
dent Wilson.
had occurred there, but American
d dna nci). ffiw thft
Ambassador
Rebel army officers are confident that "We intend to have progressive parenvoys,
mediation
Tho
it.
United Slates or foretgn qualifications. Tampico soon will fall, and it seems ty tickets up lu each county throughDa Gama, of : Brazil, Minister Naon forces had nothing to do with
Referring to the Manzanillo report, Some of the brigades number but 300 probable that no further troops' will out the country in the fall elections.''
of Argentine and Minister Suarez of
;
the men, but each is .definitely Identified be diverted to that point.
to- Admiral Howard's message to
While the meeting was In progress
conferences
their
renewed
Chile,
:
Mexico'
said
now
in
is
a
Velasco
navy
General
department
cablegram was' received by Mr.
with some particular "general" whose
day after the Brazilian, ambassador
incen- care for hla
command-- , Perkins from Colonel Roosevelt saywas
an
There
"Unfounded.
the
of
and
identity
the
and
City,
Robert
Lansing,
troops
fightwith
personal
had conferred
We were ing qualities have so endeared him to er of the federal forces at Saltillo is ing he was a Manaos, Brazil, and that
counselor of the state department. Tip diary fire at Manzanillo,
'
his men that the real objectives of unknown here. San Pedro is expected In a few days he wrould make known
to noon no announcement had been not even there."
the revolutionary movement have to be the rebel base for the operations what his further plans would be.
Consuls will Remain
made by the envoys, but it waa exMr. Perkins, O. K. Davis and other
reOne of the hopeful signs in the been subordinated in the minds of against Saltillo. The railroad line
pected some definite information
now has been opened members of the committee declared
from
that
common
to
soldiers
the
the
fact
that
point
istho
in
next
negotiawas
Mexican
situation
instructions
step
garding the
General Villa is expect that reports from middle 'west state
sued today by the state department they fight at the command and live to Hipoliito.
tion soon would be forthcoming.
front before Saltillo leaders showed that organizations In
the
ed
to
reach
rotection
in
under
of
a
thep
general
to certain consuls in Mexico cities.
Wilson is Hopeful
the various states were being built
Monday.
The instructions authorized the con- whose "gen te" they serve;
It is estimated that the rebel forces for the coming campaign.
President Wilson indicated In talks sults to remain In their posts and reRebels Will Take Tampico
have 30 field guns, hut it is reported
with callers during the morning that sume their official duties, in their
The movement against Saltillo is the
of amunltlon for fVs
HUERTA PLEASES FRANCE
he was hopeful of the situation. The personal discretion. The American not expeted to divert rebel troops branchsupply
service Is extremely Ignof
the
April 30. The Temps publishParis,
acceptance by Carranza of the prin- consuls were all ordered out of Mex- from Tampico, the capturw of which is ited. Tha
supply of rifle ammu-nies a dispatch from Mexico City todn
conof
affairs
the
this
and
governico,
ciple of mediation after ho had
regarded In constitutionalist circles as at the disposition of the rebels is 'es- say
ing that Provisional Pri Ih nt
ferred with General Villa at Chihua- ment turned over to representatives an effective counter check to the re
foreign army, officers at HutTta, as an Indication' of UN ool
timated
by
cirof Brazil and France, shortly after the establishment of the embargo on arms
hua is regarded in administration
,
400 rounds per man,
will toward France, has announced
cles as significant that with the ex- seizure of Vera Cruz.
and ammunition established along the
hat May 5 will not. be observed as a
Texas and Arizona borders. Distribuception of the constitutionalist forces,
A Battle at Mazatlan '
this year. This day hns been
holiday
In
meVera
as
Cruz
Civil
Government
desired
the
tion of cartridges at Chihuahua among
a general truce,
by
observed in the past, in jfesico to
CO.
.
Federalists
vera
at
Wanliintrton:
Linz:
is
April
Vrea
certain
Cruz,
present,
lavish
commands
operation
April
in,
has
been
diators,
commemorate th recapture of l'u
and constitutionalists are fighting at
although its terms have not been de- went back to civil government today and has been pointed out as an hidt
from the French.
,
1
Aanwh-oMexico
of
administer)
been
conin
hns
there
under
the
laws
nor
tlon
fact,
in
the
and
any
that
according
fined,Mn.,iH.m
army of Villa
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European Powers Are Requested to Assist
in Bringing About Peaceful Statement.
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rd by American officials. The civil
government, however, remained
covee:::::
to martial law.
,
.
General Frederick Funston's brigade disembarked and marched to the HE IS ENOEAV
sand hill barracks and! other quarters
AS ARE HELf
'
to relieve
Fletcher's
GOVI
bluejackets, who went back to the
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Regular Troops, leaching Trinidsd," Brin
About a Cessation of Hostilities
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Fighting at Forbes Tuesday Nigbt Resulted in the Slaying of 12 Me
Major Lester of the National Guard Among the Slain in
Inquests Are Being Held to Fix the
Walsenhurg Fight
Blame for Deaths Operators and Miners Refuse
to Hold a Conference

Staff-America-

'

US

LIST OF

'

'

..fflflllia OiEMGi!

Peoria, I1L, April 30rThe Illinois
district convention, United ' Mine
Workers pf America, this aftetrnoon
prepared a resolution asking the international organization of the mine
workers to request the American Fed- tration of Labor to call a general
strike throughout the United States in
protest to the Colorado labor troubles.
The resolution was 'passed f ollowing
a motion of Delegate CI ncv of Loving- '
. , i' f U- - '
iv, t
,
m u, cu ,
So
ended
the
cuut
smi.
cuss Hie Colorado sitiiACtin, and that
the Illinois organization donate a quarter of a million .dollars to the Colorado minrs. A substitute motion was'
ofered, providing for the naming of a
committee of five to draft a resolution and make provision for donations.
Both motions were superceded by
an amendment from H. P. Garner, that
the convention appeal to the international organization of mine workers,
asking the body to appeal to the
Xmeriean Federation of Labor to declare a general strike.
-

.

-f-

Both Sides Stubborn

p

'

FiinSSlYES
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Denver, April 20. That they had
been unable to arrange a conference
between operators and striking miners
and that they had concluded an Investigation of the Ludlow disaster had
better be made hy-- state or national
body, "having sufficient authority,
were the features of the Teport submitted to Governor Amnions today .by
the special committee headed, 'by.
George W. Musser, chief justice of"the
Colorado state supreme court.

The-corone- r

a

Violence Believed Ended

Tor-reo-

j
j

Trinidad, Colo., April 30. Preliminaries of peace in the southern Colorado strike zone were arranged today
in a conference between Major W.
A. Holbrook, commanding the Second
squadron, Fifth United States cavalry,
and John Drown, Armando Telissarri,
William Diamond and Frant T. Miner
for the strikers.
At the conclusion of the conference
Major Holbrook issued a statement in which he expressed hope that
the disorders were at an end. The
strikers' conferees said they had
with the regulars
agreed to
in restoring neace. They declared
that there had been a general under
standing that they would not permit
their men to bear arms in public or
in the tent colonies. They said, bow-evethat the subject of delivering
up arms to the United States troops
had not been broached.
The Major's Statement
The hljtemnt i mJh Mtjor P I
brook follows: :
"Major Holbrook met Diamond,
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lence will at once cease In said county.
"The conferees of the strikers expressed themselves as very willing to
give all the assistance in their power
toward bringing about a normal condition."
Soldiers for Waisenburg
One troop of. 65 men, under command of Captain C. C. Smith, was to
go to Waisenburg today. The mail,
bnrfv c? tr'v.r
MtMbliseft a. oa,Tir nJ'
!h( lair grounas,- oil. tue oatsiti.it
Trinidad.
No announcement was made regarding the sending of regulars to Ludlow, nor regarding the relations between the regulars and the militia.
The conference between the army
commander and the strike leaders took
place in Major Holbrook'9 car, while
the troop train stood at the Denver
and Rio Grande station.
"General" John Brown waived military etiquette so far as to call upon
the major instead of sending an orderly to invite the army man to his
own headquarters at San Rafael camp.
No Inquest Today
There wa3 no session today of tha
coroner's inquest over the victims of
the Ludlow battle of April 20.
announced that witnesses
were being lined up today and that
the hearings would be resumed to
rom morning.
Troops Prevent Attack
A small detachment of stale troops
from Ludlow camp weiit.tw El Mqrt
early today, from there proceeding overland to' the Gray Creek mine of tha
Victor - American
Fuel company,
whence a report, had come that etrik
ers were;""pparing to attack tha

t

if

mine.

a;r:?

,

Torbes Death Total Is 12
A report to the coroner's office today stated that another fragment of a
body had been found In the ruins of
one of the burned buildings at Forbes,
and that the bodies of three' 'sir SImts
had been located In the hills! The coroner left for Forbes to bring in all tho
remaining bodies'.
The latest Information brings tha
total of dead to T 3, including Sieve
The total is reached a
Detovaka;
follows:
Three identified Americans killed
at the mine: S. A. Newman, John.
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Why It Suits Particular People
parade, despite their Inability to stand
Foley's
Honey and Tar Compound
AVOIDS
FAMILY
will
the strain of marching. Others
is prompt and effective for coughs,
PLAYS AND PLAYERS.
reviewseats
the
in
reserved
occupy;
colds, croup, hoarseness, bronchial
ing stands, where they can witness
SICKNESS
coughs and throat troubles. Thomas
comrades
and
cheer
their
parado
Verron, Hancock, Mich, writes: "FolTO usthe they.
II
'Sibepass.
The famous old melodrama
ey's Honey and Tar quickly relieves
accom
be
Hundreds of veterans will
ria" is to be revived.
tickling throat and stops the cough
WiOl
odated during the reunion in a great
Being Constantly Supplied
Josia Collins will become a star with no bad after effect" It contains
army camp in Springfield park. A
next fall in "The Pearl Girl."
no opiates and Is pure. That's whj
Thedford's Black-Draugsecond camp will be located in Dignan
Elsie Janls is appearing with
suits particular people. O. G.
It
park. Both grounds are convenientin the London music halls.
Sohaefer and Red Cross Drug Store.
of
access
the
within
easy
VETERANS WILL ly situated
CONFEDERATE
Dustin Farnuin plans to return to Adv.
auditoriums and other places which McDuff. Va. "I suffered for several the stage next fall in "The Apex."
HOLD ANNUAL REUNION IN
of
says Mrs. J. B. Whittaker,
will be the rendezvous of the veter fears,"
JACKSONVILLE
Nat Goodwin will appear In "Never Children's Disaases Very Prevalent
his place, "with sick headache, and
ans during the gathering.
stomach trouble.
Say Die" in California this summer.
Whooping cough is about every
In addition to tne buslnesss esaions Ten years ago a friend told me to try
(Jacksonville,
Fla,, April 30. All
Walker Whiteside will bring the where. Measles and scarlet fever al1
which
rtiedford's
diet,
Veterans
Confederate
United
arrangements have been completed of the
Chinese play, "Mr. Wu" to New York most as bad. Use Foley's Honey and
did 1 found it to be the best family mediannual national and the several affiliated organiza- ans for young and old.
for the twenty-fourt- h
next fall.
Tar Compound for inflamed throats
distinct social I
ht
on hand all the
mcampinent of the United Confeder tions there will be
May Vokes will star next season in and coughing. Mrs. I. C. Hostler,
keep
als Veterans, which will be held in side to the reunion. Three grand ime now, and when my children feel a a new musical comedy called "A Mo- Grand Island, Nebr., eays: "My three
and it
balls will be the leading features of ittle bad, they ask me for a dose,
thiB city next week.
children had severe attacks of whoop
does them more good than any medicine del Maid."
social
of
entertainment
Richard Carle is to be seen in vau ing cough, and a very few doses of
For nearly a year a committee of 50 the program
they evertried- .will be that of the We never have a
of the foremost citizens of Jackson- The principal .ball
long spell of stck-te- ss deville this spring In Barrie'a "A Foley's Honey and Tar gave great re
in our family, since we commenced Slice of Life."
ville has been at work on the prepa veterans, maids and sponsors,, which
lief." O. Q. Schaefer and Bed Cross
a
have
Messrs.
and
rations for the reception and entertain- will be given, in mammoth tent This ising
Company,
Selwyn
Drug Store. Adv.
ht
Is purely
Thedford's
ment of the 25,000 or more visitors ball will be openedi with the celebrat- regetable, and has been found to regu-a- te accepted for production a new play by
weak stomachs, aid digestion, i ve Charles Klein and will produce it in Beware of Ointments for Catarrh
who 'are expected to be here from ed Southern Cross drill, participated
32 young men and women. The
in
indigestion, colic, wind, nausea,
by
detail
The
everv tart of the south.
the autumn.
That Contain Mercury
was originated in 1864 by a num teadache, sick stomach, and similar
drill
commit
the
John Drew and Ethel Barrymore as mercury will surely destroy the
ed program prepared by
lymptoms.
tee is of the most perfect and elabor ber of young confederate soldiers It has been in constant use for more will open their season at the Empire sense of smell and completely derange
ate character and if the coming re who were confined in the federal pris han 70 years, and has benefited more theater on May 11 in Sardou's com- the whole Bystem when entering It
.
( edy, "A
union is not one of the most success on on Johnson's Island, In Lake Erie. nan a million people.
through the mucous surfaces. Such
Scrap of Paper."
recommends
and
Your
sells
As
in
sponsors
druggist
years
the,
previous
who
veterans
toythe
articles should never be used except
in
will
Frohman
Charles
ful ever held
produce
Price
ht
25c.
a
Get
only
wore the gray It will not be the fault and maids will add youth and, ibright- lackage
America next season de Fler'a and on prescriptions from reputable phym. c m
ness to the gathering of the veterans.
Caillavet'a newest comedy, called sicians, as the damage they will do
of the people of Jacksonville.' . ,
not ona These sponsors will represent
and
is ten fold to the good you can pos"La Belle Aventure."
buildings
Already public
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Black-Draug-

More Wash Fabrics
For Friday

&

Saturday

Black-Draug-

15c Percales 11c yd.
in lights, darks, blues, greys, etc., 36 inches
wide absolutely fast colors. This is an unusual offering as these
pieces were all bought fresh and new this spring You'll find
any shade or color you want from the dainty figured white
50 pieces of percale

Black-Draugh- t."

Black-Draug-

re-ie-

grounds to the darker shades
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY 11q YD.

-

-

Slack-Draug-

y.

.;.

25c White Goods 17c.

pri-Wat-

This lot is made up of about a dozen pieces of checked Nainsook, Linenes, Linweave lawn, and plain linen finished fabrics
The widths run from 28 in. to 40 in. wide. These materials are
all desirable you may buy them FRIDAY AND SATURDAY at a
'
17c YD,
saving of about
one-thir-

4Qc Dress Linens 23c yd.
Dress linens are very popular again this spring the linens in this
lot are made of pure linen, 29 inches wide, and all colors. These
sell regularly at 35c and 40c yard. FRIDAY and SATURDAY you
may buy them
23c YD.

,

50c Cotton Crepe de Chine 39c.

'

Here is a cotton fabric
crepe de chine and we
wash out These are 27
Very desirable for light

that

looks and feels like the genuine silk
guarantee the silky appearance will not
in. wide in red, green, salmon, and tan.

summer dresses and waists

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY 39c YD.
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Just the ordinary knowledge
In the recent national amateur

tastiest pastry you ever ate you can
upon it absolutely.
It will save you
'materials and disappointment because it if
certain. It will save you money because it is
moderate in cost. One test proves it's best.
' Guaranteed
pure. Grocers recommend it.
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superior to our milk and coda.
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of San Miguel, State of New Mesico,

or so much thereof as may be necessary to make said judgment, Interest,
costs, and accruing interest and acThe Northeast
cruing costs,
Quarter of Section Twenty (20) in
Township Fifteen (15), North Range
Nineteen (19) East of New Mexico
Principal Meridian, containing one
hundred and sixty (160) acres, more
or less. Interest accruing on saU
judgment to day of sale is Forty-fou- r
Dollars ($44.60), the prinand 0
cipal of said judgment is Ten Hundred and Fifty Dollars, total amount
to be realized is Ten Hundred Ninety-fou- r
and
($1094.60) Dollars, together with costs and accruing costs
which costs to this date are $19.90.
Dated this April 21st, A. D. 1914.
to-wi- t:

0

ROMAN

GALLEGOS,

Sheriff San Miguel County, New

they took part.
It is rumored in Paris that the
French authorities are very much opJohnposed to the Frank Moran-Jac- k
son bout and will take steps to prevent the fight.
Matty Baldwin, who got in the way
of in auto the'SfrioV
f , 1 rapidly
and exhis
from
injuries
recovering
pects to resume training in a few
'
days.
Fred Yllo, the Taunton, Mass.,
lightweight, is on his way to England
to engage in several bouts. lAt.er he
expects to go to Paris to tackle a few
of the French boxers.

LAS-VEG-

SURPLUS
1100,000.00

D. T. Hoskins. Cashier.
E. S. Lewis, Asi't Cash.

vegas
las on
time

'
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Office witli (he SanjMirjuel
WM. O. HAYDON
H. W. KELLY
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NationsBank

.
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President
Pretfdent

Treeurf

HOSKINS

Interest

Pss.it!

Mex-

ico.
B. V. Long, Attorney for plaintiff:
posoffice address East Las Vegas,
New Mexico.
i

box-

ing bouts in Boston the Cleveland boxers won 10 of the 18 contests in which

(No creat skill, exnerienee or
Epecuu directions lor use are needed.
(Calumet will do its share and more.
It will produce the lightest, teuderest,

-

interest;paid

WITH THE BOXERS

of baking requirements and a little
Calumet tliat't all.

costs; and it was further decreed by
said court that the defendants in said
action be foreclosed of all right, title,
interest and claim in and to the said
real estate and thereafter execution
was duly Issued on said judgment
and decree and placed in the hands
of the undersigned sheriff of said
county of San Miguel, requiring him
to satisfy the said judgment and decree by sale of the said real estate
as hereinafter described. Notice is
therefore hereby given that the said
real estate has been by me levied
upon under the said execution and
that at the east front door of the court
house in the Town of Las Vegas, said
County of San. Miguel, for the purpose hereinbefore mentioned I will on
May 29th, A. D. 1914, at the hour of
eleven o'clock In the wrenoon of said
day, offer for sale and sell, at public
vendue, to the highest and best bidder for cash, in accordance with, the
jdugment and decree in the said
cause rendered, the folowing described real estate,, situate in the County

On Deposits

AS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC, THURSDAY,

ANNEXATION

NOT

LIKELY, HALE
SAYS
PRESIDENT

WILSON'S
UNOFFICIAL INVETSSTIGATOR SPEAKS
ABOUT MEXICO

New York, April 30 William BayHale, President Wilson's unofficial
investigator of affairs iu Mexloo, has

ard

contributed to the forthcoming number
of The World's Work) an article upholding the president's Mexican policy
and pointing out an Important development in the character of American
This, he explains, is an
diplomacy.
Interpretation of the Monroe doctrine
that establishes the suzerainty of the
United States only as an effective
source of moral inspiration over the
nations of Central America and the
West Indies.
"The press and the people of America," he says, "have not yet awakened
to the fact that the first year of, the
Wilson Presldentaid has given the
TJnited States a new character among
the powers of the world. Before Mr.
Wilson had been in office a week, he
lad given the Monroe Doctrine an interpretation the implications of which
go far beyond anything voiced by Jefferson, Madison, Monroe, Qulncy,
Adams, Polk, Webster, Grant or 01
ney. Before Mr. Wilson had been in
office a year the power of other
had yielded to the principle of
our domination in the w estern hemisphere. It Is not fantastical therefore
to speak of our moral empire in America."
"Our Moral Empire In America" is
the title of the article. The magazine
editors point out that Dr. Hale desires to make it clear that he writes
limply as a private student of affairs.
Nevertheless, they assert that no one
xccpt the president himserf is entitled to speak with greater authority
upon the problems of Latin America.
Discussing the possibility of intervention in Mexico (the. article wa3
written before the fleet was ordered
to Tampico), Dr. Hale says: "An
American army would have no (physical difficulty in getting back out of
"Mexico; nobody would use it up before it got away; the difficulty would
be that greed and a false sense of
national honor would do their utmost
to keep us there permanently in occupation."
,
We do not want Mexico, he
especially we do not want her
because, we want the good will of
J,atin America. "It would ibe a fool's
act indeed to barter the confidence of
a hemisphere for all we could gain by
annexing Mexico."
If armed intervention should he forced upon us, he continues, "I predict
that our forces will be ordered home
just as soon as constitutional order
has been restored; and that, so far as
the power and influence of President
Wilson can bring it to pass, nothing in
the nature of an indemnity, either in
money or land, will be asked or will
be accepted. But nohody can predict
how far the influence of the vast
con-tinien-ts

.

1MN REFUSES
OPERATION
Tells How She Was Saved
by Taking Lydia E. Pink- ham's Vegetable
Compound.

A Cure for Sour Stomach
Rub the joints with BALLARD'S
Some spirited contests are looked for
When run down with kidney trouble,
at the tournament in view of the SNOW LINIMENT to relieve rheuma
being brought under the American large number of high class contest tism. It penetrates the flesh to the backache, rheumatism or bladder
bone conveying its soothing and re- weakness, turn quickly for help to
flag, might go toward rendering with- ants.
storative Influence to the Bpot where Foley Kidney Pills. You cannot take
drawal impossible. What we do want
the pain exists. Price 25c, 50c and them into your system without havin Mexico, and throughout Central
Rheumatic Pains Relieved
Sold by Central ing good results. Chas. N. Fox, Him-ro$1.00 per bottle.
America, ds order."
N. Y., says: "Foley Kidney Pills
Why suffer from rheumatism when Drug Co. Adv.
The trouble with Central America,
have done me more good than $150.00
Dr. Hale anserts, is its proclivity for relief may he had at so email a cost?
worth of medicine." They give good
USE ALLEN'S FOOT-EASrevolution. But, he says, most Cen- Mrs. Elmer Hatch, Peru, Ind., writes,
tral American revolutions are "promofc. "I have been subject to attacks of The antiseptic powder to be shaken results. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
ed" from, Europe in a regular way of rheumatism for years. Chamberlain's into the shoes. If you want rest and Drug Store. Adv.

American investments in Mexico,
which would be multiplied in value by

business, exactly as a real estate
scheme is promoted k America. The
duty of the United States is to scrutinize each revolution by Itself and to
judge whether it he or he not "morally justifiable."
"That duty the United States has
now assumed. When Mr. Wilson took
steps to inform himself of the facts
regarding the Huerta coup d' etat,
with a view to passing a moral
upon the rightfulness of the de
facto government In Mexico City, he
toolj, it seems to, me, the most
and fateful step which the
Monroe Doctrine has Inspired In all
the process of its evolution.
"In the case of Mexico, judgment
was easy. The coup d'etat that overthrew Madero in February, 1913, was
in no way a revolution!.. It was a barracks plot, a conspiracy of a few army
officers, financed by clcntiflcos living
in exile and a few Spanish reactionaries. It was attended by circumstances of treachery so execrable, of
villiany so fantastic, of cruelty so
barbarous, that' the fctory is one which
the mind has difficulty In accepting
'
as credible.
"The chief actor, Huerta, an apesubsisting
like Indian, aged,
on brandy, when the moment of his
triumph was fully come, rose from
(breakfasting with the president n
breakfasting with the president's:
arrested him, had him carried away to
be shot to death and his body thrown
into a hole; went to the palace, em
braced the president whose chief com
mander he, had become' through protestations of faithfulness to death, and
signalled in guards to arrest him. By
promises of safe conduct out of the
country, the treacherous general secured the signatures of President Madero
Pmo scares to
and
deeds of resignation; hastily gathered
less than a quorum of congressmen in
a chamber filled with soldiers and
commanded by artillery; had himself
acknowledged as president; carried
Madero and Pino Suarez out into the
night and had them shot to death behind the prison.
"Perhaps this is enough to suggest
that there could he no question of
recognizing Huerta as the head of a
lawful government once it had been
resolved to scrutinize revolutions. But
indeed it would surely have been impossible for tragic romance to have
imagined a character so hideously villainous as Victoriano Huerta, or a ca.
reer so completely justifying the refuse
al to recognize him.
"Other powers made no scruple of
giving the assassin and usurper immediate recognition. Viery well; the
United States Is not a follower of
other powers. It is, it has been from
the beginning of its history, the moral
. It is
leader of the world
the mere fact that great powers have
no consciences but the United States
has a conscience. We are a simple
people, unable to rid ourselves of a
prejudice against murder.
This is hypocrisy, eentlmentalism,
Quixoticism, offensive moral superiority, so the British journals say. No,
it Is not sentlmentalism; it is a plain
sturdy morality, to which, unfortunate
ly, the foreign politics of too many
other nations are strangers.
"And It is a very practical morality."
judi,--nie-

Liniment always relieves me Immediately, and I take pleasure in recommending It to others." 25 and 50
cent bottles. For sale by all dealers.

comfort for
sweating feet,
relieves corns
and prevents

tired, aching, swollen,
use Allen Foot-EasIt
and bunions of all pain
blisters, sore and calAdv.
lous spots. Just the thing for Dancing Parties, Patent Leather Shoes, and
Foley Kidney Pills Successful
for for Breaking in New Shoes. It is the
To have a fine healthy complexion greatest comfort discovery of the
age.
the liver must be active, the bow Try it today. Sold everywhere, 25c.
els regular and the blood pure. All Don't accept any substitute. For
this is brought about by using
FREE trial package, address Allen S.
It thoroughly scours the liv Olmsted, Le Roy, N. Y.
er, stomach and bowels, puts the body
in fine condition and restores that
Mrs. wm. T. Thompson, of Battle
clear, pink and white complexion so Creek, Mich, writes:
"I have been
much desired by ladies. Price 50c. troubled with indigestion, sour stomSold by Central Drug Co. Adv.
ach and had breath. After taking two
bottles of Chamberlain's Tablets I am
Gives Comfort to Stout Persons
ell
These tablets are splendid
A good wholesome cathartic thai none better." For sale
by all dealers
has a stimulating effect on the stomAdv..
ach, liver and bowels is Foley Cathartic Tablets. Thoroughly cleansing in
A
valuable dressing for flesh
action, they keep you regular with no wounds, burns, scalds, old sores, rash,
griping and no unpleasant after ef- chafed skin, is BALLARD'S SNOW
fects. They remove that gassy dis LINIMENT; It is both
healing and
tended feeling m uncomfortable to antiseptic. Price 25c, 50c and $1.00
stout persons. O. G. Schaefer and per bottle. Sold
by Central Drug Co.
Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.
Adv.
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Reliable

Foley's Honey and Tar Com
pound

Just be sure that you buy Foley's
Honey and Tar Compound it is a
reliable medicine for coughs, colds,
croup, whooping coughs, bronchial and
la grippe coughs, which are weakening to the system. It also gives
prompt and definite results for hoarseness, tickling throat and stuffy wheezy
breathing. O. G. Schaefer and Red
Cross Drug Store. Adv.
CHILDREN

Gross, Kelly & Co.
Sole Agents

WHO ARE SICKLY

Mothers who value their own comfort and the welfare of their children,
should never be without a box of
Mother Gray's Sweet Powders for

Children, for use throughout the sea
son. They break up colds, relieve
feverishness, constipation, teething
headache and stomach
disorders,
tdoubles. Used by mothers for 24
,

years. THESE POWDERS NEVER
FAIL. Sold by all drug stores, 25o.
Don't accept any substitute. Sample
mailed FREE. Address, Allen S.
Olmsted, Le Roy, N. Y. Adv.
n
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Great Money Saving Sale of Electric Irons !
Positively biggest bargain ever, offered the housewives of
this city. An ELECTRIC IRON that wonderful labor
saver at a price you can afford. Irons generally sell at
$3.50, sometimes more. We bought a small lot at a low
figurei They are offered to you at almost cost you get
the benefit of our saving. Don't overlook this y
x.
opportunity tne lot is small buy early.
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Features of the Williams Iron

BIRTHDAY OF QUTCH PRINCESS
The Hague, April 301. From the German frontier to the North Sea, very
"My baby was city, town and hamlet of the Netherbloated till I Was
a profusion of

long-deferre-

i
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Stomach Trouble Cured.
Mrs. H. G. Cleveland, Arnold, Pa.,
writes, "For some time I suffered
from stomach trouble. I would have
sour stomach and feel bloated after
eating. Nothing benefited me until I
got Chamberlain's Tablets. After tak
lng two bottles of them I was cured."
For sale by all dealers Adv.

inn-fi-

Vice-Preside-

like millions of' Netherlands, with 40,000,000 subjects
needles were prick- - i
at heme and abroad.
tag me all over. At
The birth of the princess on April
last my doctor told
3ft
1909. was hailed with great Joy by
me that all that
would save me was the people of the Netherlands, since
d
a n operation, but It fulfilled a
hope and
this I refused. I assured the succession of the House of
told my husband to get me a bottle of
inOrange to the Dutch throna The
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable ComJuliana
christened
was
fant
princess
pound and I would try it before I would
submit to any operation. He did so and Louise Emma Marie WUhelmlna. The
I improved right along. I am now doing name of Juliana was given her In
all my work and feeling fine.
memory of Countess Juliana ot Nas
"I hope other suffering women will try saU, wife of Prince Frederick Henry,
your Compound. I will recommend it and mother of the two branches of the
to all I know." Mrs. Daniel D. B. House of Oransre Nassau. The name
Davis, 110 Franklin St. , Logansport, Ind. of Louise recalls Louise de Collgny,
Since we guarantee that all testimo- wife of William the Silent The names
nials which we publish are genuine, is it
of Emma, Marie and Wllhelmiaa are
not fair to suppose that if Lydia E.
has
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound
the those of her grandmother and her
virtue to help these women it will help mother.
ajiy other woman who is suffering in a
like manner?
SPRING GOLF AT LAKEWOOD
If you are ill do not drag along until
an operation is necessary, but at once
Lakerwood, N. J., Apirl 30. The antake Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable nual spring tournament of uie CounCompound.
Clulb of Lakewood, whfch marks
Write to Lydia E. Pinkham try
the formal beginning of the golf sea-8o-n
Medicine Co,, (confidential) Lynn,
in the metropolitan district, was
Mass. Your letter "M il be opened,
today and will be continued
opened
and
read
answered by a woman
through the remainder of the week.
and held la strict confidence.

WfU

BAIN WAGON

one-eyed-

s.

I
a burden to myewJf. lands today displayed evidences of reI suffered from vs- - flags and gave other
male trouble bo I joicing over the fifth birthday annicould not stand ot versary of the little Princess Juliana,
my feet and I felt what will one day be the ruler of the

w

THE OLD RELIABLE

.

(

Logansport, Ind.
over a year old and

APRIL 30, 1914.

Handle Hardwood, ebony' finish.
Top Nickle plated
..
.
.
FM
t
Tl
Weight 6V2 pounds.
toiiom riaie uiue gun meiai uiiisu.
ySeven feet of cord and stand supplied. Iron ready for
S
immediate use. All packed in an attractive box.
T

1

all

S

if

J

Every woman knows of the many delightful
advantages oftered users of electric irons and she
wants onei Ironing by electricity means work done easier,
faster and better. Saves countless steps. You can iron in cool and
COl ntented comfort in any room in the house, or but of doors in the
summer time. Costs but a few cents for a week's laundry. Gome in today
and see a demonstration of the Williams Iron. Get one on trial Once
used you will surely buy one.
BUY AM ELECTRIC IRON AND "DO IT ELECTRICALLY "IT MEANS JUST

V

f
A

TWITCH OF THE SWITCH"

Us Vcr.:s

FOR COMFORT.

Uit u f cv;;r

?.

GET ONE TODAY!

J

'i
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small handful of corn being used for
Local leaders have Interviewed preeach shoulder. The shoulders are put
lates of the Catholic church and have
TO
directly opposite each other on top of
received assurance that the report that
the handle com In oraer to give the
the Catholic church opposes woman's
broom a flat shape. on top of the
suffrage Is erroneous. They have alshoulders are placed turnbacks which
so Interviewed the leader of the proare about 18
Inches long
gress! vie party In the state and publishAbout;
f
as much corn Is used for the
er of the local, daily paper, but failed
to secure his . pledge of support for
turnbacks as is used tor the shoulders.
Up-to-Da- te
woman' suffrage in the state.
Turnbacks are. place with the butt
ends of the corn turned the opposite
FAILED
ARE
FOR APRIL
REPORT OF THE SUPERINTEND
way to the rest of the broom and af- COLLECTIONS
Santa Fe, April 30. Fifty per cent
terwards turned back with the brush!
ENT SHOWS THAT IT IS AC- EXCELLENT; IT USUALLY IS
of fatalities occurred in', the Egihth
in, the same direction.
This done,
A DULL MONTH
COMPLISHING MUCH
the. shoulders are cut oif even with the
grade examinations in MoKinley counSanta Fe, April 30. Although April ty. In. Gallup, the slaughter wps the
Santa Fe. April 30 A remarkably turnbacks and a couple of staples are
fine report on vocational training at driven into the handle on both sides is generally a dull month, in the state inoBt frightful for ootof 27 examined
V
the School for the Blind at Alamo- - of the broom astride the wire. The land office, yet Commissioner R. P. only 11 will be given certificates and
re
on
credits
these
several
of
Is
wire
then
over
broom
month
the
turn
will
run
onto
partly
the
the
from
for
Ervien
departgordo, was made today to
ment of education, by R. R. Pratt, the the handle. ,The . first hurl which Into the state treasury $28,841.97 and ceived in the examinations last year.
should be about 19 inches in length is what is more remarkable, more than The successful ones are: Fay Diggs,
superintendent,,; Jte; says:
then
instrucof that amount, or $16,163.80 Gertrude Reed, Anna Stanko.Wanda
under
spread evenly around the broom one-ha"The classes
regular
Ket-netion in the industrial and manual thick enough to cover the under will be to the credit of the Santa Fe Goodman, Sellna Graf, Josephine
Celia
Leyden,
Annie
Kitchen,
corn.
bond
The
corn
ends
counties
fund
cut
are
tun
railroad
of the
and Grant
training department are: Piano
s
of an inch and $1,529.91 to the Income fund for George Martin, Allison Miller and
ing, broom making, chair caning, type off about
Morris. Of four examined at
writing, plain sewing, raffia, reed, from the wire. About the same that purpose. On the other hand, George
all passed as follows: Lucile
Gibson,
amount
of
corn
used
of
state
covers
and
for
institutions
several
la
the
get
bead work, knitting, crocheting
The object of this depart- which should be about 20 inches for very little from the distribution of Pearson, George Pitt, Steve Russnac
cooking.
be the first hurl. The covers are tied state land funds, only, ten cents being and Lulu Thompson. "At Zunl of two
ment is to develop
tween the hand and the brain so as down with about four turns or wire placed to the credit of each of' the examined, Mary Van der Wagen passSi
to enable the blind child to broaden and then the ends are lifted and the three normal schools, 40 cents to the ed; at Rehoboth, Herman Bruch was
and
examined
and
blind
wire
run
school
on
to
off
the
of
under
credit
the
world
passed.
and
the
for
outside
the
of
his knowledge
that from actual experience he iay handle. The wire is then run upon 73 cents to the deaf and dumb asylum.
The University at Albuquerque fares
be able to adapt hlincelt to his sur- the ends of the covers again, thus
or
remainThe
a
bead
neoK.
for it receive $668.84 for its ROAD COMMISSION TO
better,
forming
roundings.
a
on
fund. The permanent school
corn
of
income
cut
bevel
the
and
is
"We have enrolled in manual train- der
infund
down
wire
run
the
is
either
$4,823.39 and the income
.this
gets
We
have
47
accomplishchildren.
DISPOSE OF JUNK
ing
The Agricultural coled a vast deal which has and is in cline in solid wind with, bands of vel- fund $388.11.
a Unlock is lege is apportioned $48; the School
creasing the capacity of every boy vet for decoration
AT TAUPERT'S
on
and
the
the wire run of Mines $25.25; the Miners' hospital ATTORNEY GENERA SAYS EQUIP
bevel
The
placed
institution.
in
the
boys
and girl
MENT MAY BE SOLD WHEN
in this department number 27 and are around it twice and fastened with a $32.55; the penitentiary $664.35; charitable, penal and reform institutions
IT IS WORN OUT
engaged in broom making, piano- tun-;- ; tack.
"This will make a two pound broom $171.84; water reservoirs permanent
Ing, chair caning ami hammock makaboit 18 inches in length.' The size fund $839.99; water reservoirs income Santa Ilef, April SO.'.WhatBljall
ing. The teacher in charge of thU
work devotes the whole afternoon and of the broom depends on the length fund $78.51; and Rio tlrande perman- the state do with its junk?" was. the
SOUTH ATLANTIC MEET
ent improvement fund $3,400.
problem put up to Assistant Attorney
part of the forenoon giving each pu of the' corn. In, cheap brooms con
Baltimore, Md., April 30. Oneof
siderable of the stalk can be used but
General Harry S. Clancy this forenoon. the greatest aggregations of college
pil Individual attention.
brooms
more
the
in
the
The state, in its various departments, athletes ever drawa together in a sinexpensive
Tuning
does a business of more than a million
"Twelve pupils have been enrolled straw should be run the whole length
gle meet in Baltimore or vicinity will
WILL
dollars annually and naturally there"i be seen in action on, the field at Home-wooin this department this year. Two di the broom to make It more elastic SUFFRAGETTES
considerable material, especially in thej
of them will be given crtificates at and durable.
a suburb of this city, tomorrow
made
are
in
"Barn
brooms
exactly
school
the close of
TO CARRY STATE engineer s department, ranging rrom and Saturday. The occasion will be
stating that they
picks and shovels to tents and mules, the third annual track and field
have completed the course in tuning the same way but are made of coarser
amount
corn
rattan
a
and
of
certain
becomes worn out and should be chaniplonshipa of the South Atlantic
that
of
and are deserving of the patronage
them
of at the greatest possible
and
dur
to
stiff
used
make
O'
ii
A
of
Mexico,
disposed
ORGANIZE
WILL
The
in
FOR
CAMPAIGN
many
the public.
pranos
Intercollegiate Athletic association.
IN EVERY COUNTY IN
profit to the state.
The meet will take place under the authe public schools ar tuned by blind able for rough ''sweeping. In sewing
AMERICANS
seams
of
a
number
broom
the
as
SPANISH
as
depends
his
NEW
course
Mr.
MEXICO
opinion
their
men who have completed
Clancy gives
spices of the athletic association of
TELEPHONES
on the length and; weight of the
old and Jdhns Hopkins University.
of
to
mthod
of
schools
Among
the
for
tbe
state
in
in
disposing
the
tuning
Main 2
(Business Office
to five
broom varying from three
to the the institutions that will send their
Santa Fe, April 30 Suffrage day worn-ou-t
a
number
belonging
property
blind.
factories
have
Piano
NUMBER
2
News Department
Main
135,600
Barn brooms should have will be observed by the women of state and whiqh, baa been used in con- best performers to take part Tn the
Our boys seams.
of blind' men employed.
have tuned most of the pianos in town three seams sewed with heavy twine Santa Fe with a mass meeting on Sat nection with the construction of competitions are the University of
DESCENT during the past two years and so far and should have otie or two heavy urday evening jn rne palace of the roads:
North Carolina, Washington and Lee
PEOPLE OF OTHER
THURSDAY, APRIL, 30, 1914.
governors, at which the speakers are
INDIANS
as I know their work has been per- bands of wire."
"While I am unable to find any stat- University, Georgetown University,
NUMBER 165,000;
one flat top Chair Caning and Hammock Making to be Governor McDotinfd, Attorney ute prescribing the method for the dis- Roanoke College, Virginia polytechnic
7,000 IS REPORT
fectly satisfactory.
"Chair caning and hammock making General Frank W. Clancy, who will position of such property, it Is quite Institute, Johns Hopkins University
WE'RE SA.WING WOOD
was
piano
purchased in 1913 for the
One organ ,was are of iuestimaoie value to tne bima. explain the methods by which the evident that the roads commission, and the Agricultural and Mechanical
Santa Fe, April 30 "What propor- tuning department.
The Santa Fie New Mexican, in an tion of the population of New Mexico given the school by Mrs. McConimis. They develop the sense of touch, women of New Mexico may obtain the under the provisions of Section 3, College of North Carolina.
editorial urging the boosters of the is of Spanish descent?" was answered
strengthen the fingers, teach direction franchise; Mrs. Harry T. Herring, who Chapter 42, of the Laws of 1909, is
How a Broom is Made
and help in concentration of thought. will tell of the progress of the suffrage fully authorized to formulate rules
Rheumatism and Kidney Trouble
attento
Ancient City
get busy, calls
"Darcy TreKise, who has completed
during the last censuB, when in round
movement in the east, where she was and regulations as to the disposition
Positive la action for backache,
Domestic Science and Art
tion to the successful advertising cam- figures, the population of Spanish the trades of broom making and piano
and
paign being made by Las Vegas. It descent was given as 135,000, of In- tuning in school this year, writes:
"Thirty pupils have been taught In an energetic leader in the movement; of such property. I believe that the weak bach, rheumatism, kidney
Mrs. Robert F. Asplund, who will tell commission should adopt and place In bladder troubles. P. J Boyd, Ogle,
also gives some valuable advice dian descent and on other descent
4
domestic
science
art
and
the
feet
depart'A bale of corn is about
two botTv hich may be
appropriated with bene- 192,000. The school statistics that in length and zVs feet in diameter. ment this year. To be Bkillful with why the women of New Mexico want force a rule as to the disposition of Texas, writes: "After taking
fit by cities everywhere that desire are being compiled by Chief Clerk (Its weight is approximately 300 the needle is a valuable accomplish- the franchise; and a number of other equipment which ,is no longer of use, tles of Foley Kidney Pills, my rheutrouble are comto grow! and prosper. The New MexIn- speakers:.
providing that uoh equipment shall matism and kidney
Rupert F. Asplund of the department pounds. The tips of the corn overlap ment Indeed. All of our girls are
effective. O.
and
Safe
The
ev
In
wlfl
sale
suffragettes
ican's editorial is as follows:
gone."
at
organize
either
of
be
pletely
private
disposed
of education bear out this proportion, each other in the center of the bale structed in sewing and that embraces
Cross
Red
of
Drug Store.
the
and
ery county
state with central or at public auction, as the commis- G. Schaefer
Keep Up With the Procession
except that it makes the proportion leaving the butts or stalks projecting all kinds of plain sewing, dressmak- committees In
Air.
every county and' city. sion may see fit, so that the state may
Xas Vegas, New Mexico, a townjof of Spanish descent still smaller than out beyond the wire bands of each ing and shirt making.
A state; convention will be held at Al derive the
undeniable , natural attractions and
"Our tiny tots from the kindergar
largest possible return for '
the census. Of 17 counties with a end of the bale. This method of bal
at the time of the fair. the material bo disposed of."
Subscribe for The Opwo.
considerable possibilities which of little more than one-halof the public ing protects the straws from damage ten to the second grade Inclusive be buquerque
course do not begin to compare wjtjh
sew
gin with threading needles and
school enrollment, 13,812 pupils are through shipment.
the advantages of Santa Fe la putting of Spanish American descent and 20,- - "The first step towards the manu ing cards with perforated holes. Beon a brisk and .business like commun747 of English speaking descent Cha facture of brooms Is the sorting of the ginning with the third grade the lit
ity advertising campaign and as a re- ves county outside of Roswell reports corn. All tne coarse ana gn
any corn tle "girls are given squares of cloth
sult of the systematic work of the
33
of
and
set
for mak and are initiated iuto the use and
aside
and
is
sorted but
2,055 pupils
.Commercial club, that organization is
From the
descent in addition to 25 ne- ing warehouse and barn brooms. All manner of bastingstitcnes.
Spanish
receiving every day an increasing
county reports not a the very fine corn Is sorted out for third to the fifth inclusive tbey make
groes.
Curry
number of inquiries about Las Vegas,
pupil of Spanish descent, but whisk brooms. The long fine corn the hem and stitch it and it is only
in response to which information is single of other descent; Dona Ana is
used for barber brushes and the a short time before tuy are all stitch
1,490
being distributed over the country. A county has 1,546 of Spanish descent, short fine corn is used for the ordih- ing hems on towels and sheeting.
bunch went out the other day and In
showing of Womeo's Garments
719 otherwise; Eddy county 305 Span arv whisk brushes. After the coars Above the fifth grade comes the mak
. a ehort
time secured ten new memmend
of
1,275
button
Grant
holes,
corn1
sorted
been
have
Span
darning,
ing
est and finest
ish, 2,571 English;
bers, substantial business men, for ish and 1,310 otherwise; Luna county
out the remainder Is sized for the dif ing and patching. Raffia, reed, bead- ;
reventhe organization, increasing its
work, knitting and crocheting are a
283 Spanish and 911 otherwise;
of
ferent parts of the '"flense broom.
"
ties $28 per month.
692
source of pleasure and pastime. Our
and
193
measured
Is
corn
Spanish
the
county
"In
sizing,
We should hate to think that Las
othefwJse;i M?r9c'Sc?u?y 415 BPftnisn' from the knuckle to tne tip and each girls' sitting room aftor study hall and
Vegas Is going to give Santa Fe any 757 otherwise- Quaycuiuy' tiv Kpan- - length Is put in a separate pile. Corn Saturdays presents a regular beehive.
Jtte worst of ft'tn the matter of
nooseveii. 17 inches in length and 'over is Jerk ,, ,
IsTf and' 2,728 otnerwse;
..'
Cooking
,
But Las Vegas Is undeniably
Snnnl'sfi and 2.601 otherwise; San ed that is the centers of the straws
side
of
economical
"The
the house-enter- s
sawing wood. It Is unnecessary to re
otherwise
1,227
and
short
227
the
out
the
only
Into
are
Spanish
Juan
leaving
very largely
pulled
subject
peat what Albuquerque is doing, fur- - Santa Fe outside or tiie city of Santa
straws on the stalk. These pullings It Is essential that blind girls should
sther than to state again that she has
1,636 Spanish and 251 otherwise; or long corn are kept in piles of their be taught those things which, will pro
raised over $5;OO0 for-citadvertising Fe,
860' Spanish, and 329 otherwise; own
Sierra
length., They are used for the mote the efficiency fof the home, such.
an If she doesn't wafeft"emt wfll make
2,821 Spanish and 159 otherwise; hurls and turnbacks of various sizjed as cleanliness, orderliness and care,
Taos
are
it $10,000. Raton and Trinidad
Torrance 761 Spanish and 954 other brooms. What is left on the stalk lis A carefully planned course has been
missing no bets. In her own peculiar
Union 1,169 Spanish and 1,836 trimmed down for handle corn and followed. The first year's work has
Mr. Dare Kallmeyer, representative for Cohen, Friedlander &
and unique resources Santa Fe has wise;
Valencia 1,810 Spanish and turnbacks of the cheaper Brooms,
otherwise;
been a study of starch and starchy
hem all beat and if we are to be
;
acMartin Co. with a big line of Redfern Coats and Suits, for Women, Mis
971 otherwise.
foods, structure, composition, food
"It is sometimes necessary on
left behind 'In: the race It isn't the
In
that
Edd&;
the
in
argue
rust
Politicians
and
values; digestibility, and proper cook
count of the color
fault of rthe material we have oil
ses, Junior and Children will be at our store oa Sat . , May 2 ,
and several other .'counties" the corn to dye and bleach It The corn ing of starchy foods. Stress was laid
fiand.
of Spanish r descent Jare call
''
..Women hard to fit, women particular in style will find garments
tied in small bundles is dipped ojn the Importance of vegetables in
We have the csity,' we' have the ma- - hcildren
of 3 Mexico? and that being
'citizens
and thjen diet, ; The- second year rwas devoted
of
dren
'' terial, we have the Intelligent bus!
In a solution of green liquid
made up in this" line at prices calculated1 to uphold Redfern reputation for
oil.' eosli'
therefore the votng population of
11
to the preservation .of foods, germ
in a tight box.
men; and there Is no manner. of
isuSi n.:.yIs
40
.or
descent'
than
less
per
life that affects foods,, principles of
Redfern merchants to please the most fastidious taste),, We'll welcome
that we nave- - the money wnen Spanish'
is, still wet, lighted sulphur
total of the' state and part corn
torches are piacea m uu candymaking, study at coffee, pastry
once we make up our. several and col- cent of the
"
brimstone
A'
who are of mix v
you os we want our customers to see all the hew things for Fall.'
proteids, the egg and flour. Things
lective mind that community adver of that Is of citizens
with it.. The corn is leu. i
ed oarentage. There are 27,000 In
and when It is made were muffins, biscuits, cookies,
tising funds are an investment and
box ahout six nours
'
an men
be
griddle cakes, sponge cake, butter
should
not a charily and as soon a we get dians in the state.
removed it
cake.
galvanic
Throughout the course empha
enough good
ma sis is placed on, the correlation in geoCHANGES DIVERSION POINT
Into our systems
handle is" placed in the
Santa 'Fe, April 30. State Engineer
graphy, arithmetic, spelling, physioloto WAKE UP!
James A. French today granted a per- cUlne leaving
t.. ia then attached gy, as to location, measurement
o
of
";
on.
Tne
..
work
mit to the Maxwell Ditch and Reserausv
new
terms
tension
of
correct
the
parts,
and
spelling
IMPORTANT ANJUVKKSAUY voir company of Coifax county to to. the handle
and effect on body."
must be taken to get,
eu- w"?
for
the
.
i
change its point of diversion
iha wlr-e-- as theJ
.
Then
. 4.. ,
Buuu&r
waters it will appropriate.
.wnuo
wet
is
broom corn
,
Jijsr ue hu .( 1 aud twenty-lv- e
broom is utuw
CITIZENSHIP RESTORED
worked and the
o toil iy w.i9 the first presi-i- .
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i
the
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United
on
the
i
get
in
i Jal
Santa Fe, April so. Governor Mc
ii.'
Santa Fe, April 30. The new militia
tension is too
the
if
out
Home
dries
of
Donald today restored to citizenship
'I . i
no!,y look place on company at; Albuquerque w'll be fully broom
Opposite
I
After tension is properly
c
t u federal hall la equipped within' the next two or three loose
Felix Garcia of Dona Ana
formally:
corn
REDFERN
handle
of
Castaneda
bandM
small
a
1, It w York, flinch city wag
8i
county, who had been convicted or
days, the adjutant general ., merely
Ik. J U J
s
is wound around
.J It.
Garments
of the awaiting the completion of the inspec about 17 inches long
assault with a deadly weapon; and
t
f lr.-- l capital.
Hotel
wire
is
the
and
pounded
N.M"
handle
a
Socorro
the
of
at
Santa
with
vi
as
Pedro
v
and
Perea y Espinosa
tion of the arsenal
depot
greoted
Ju n ,iy
me Suouiacr corn
countjf, who had been convicted of emof artillery and practical ly all of Fe. which ia being brought to a close down hard. Nexi
Is put on,
same
a bezzlement and larceny.
of
' ti" ) inh;t.liit;iurs
v
the
length
York
of
tonight.
and many visitors from other cities
through! the streets. The church
bells were rung and at noon a troop
of horses, two companies of grenadiers
ESTABLISHED 1879
and Highlanders in kilts escorted the
In a coach of state to
president-elec- t
the scene of the ceremonies, j LivingPublished by
THE OPTIC PUBLISHING CO.
ston, chancellor of New. ;'ork state,
administered the oath of office. Wash(Incorporated)
ington's fervent response was. met
with cheers ?rLong live George Wash.Editor.
W. M. PADGETT
ington, vj president tt the United
States" from: thousands of throats.
jFrom Federal hall, Washington went
to the neighboring St.- Paul's church
Artillery
to attend divine seances.
the
Entered at the postofftce at East roared and bells rang throughout bondusk
At
and
evening.
afternoon,
n
tM Vegas, New Mexico for
and .fireworks lighted up the
through the United States fires
and pala balls were held,
streets.,
jwails tm second class matter.
following
j which continued into the
.... ; x
;
May daj
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JERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
Dally, by Carrier
Today, on the steps . of the United
1 .05 States subtreasury building, the exrer Copy
.15 act
One Week
spot where Washington stood
.65 when
One Month
he took the oath of office, stands
160 his bronze statute, whose legs have
One Year
Dally, by Mail
been worn shiny by the urchins of
J6.00
(Dne Tear (In advance)
Wall street who have tried to climb
3.00
Six Months (In advance)
up to touch the bronze hand of the
7.00
One Tear (In arrears)
father of the country. The point to
3.75
(Six Months (in arrears)
day ia called the monetary nerve cen
ter of the country. The trees which
shaded the narrow thoroughfare in
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
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Washington's day have all gone, and
all1, about are buildings whose stony
Bne Tear
hundred
1.00 monotony towers Beveral
Etx Months
feet above the scene. The land
where Washington stood sold at $2.75
(Cash In Advance for Mall
a square foot 'at that time; today it
Subscriptions.)
a square foot, and
Remit by check, draft or money Is valued at $600
.most valuable tracts in
one
of
the
is
not
will
we
sent
otherwise
order. If
the world. The. fundings aoow. u
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a real value of
on
application. are said to represent
Specimen copies free
vaults there
their
in
and
$,'00,000,000
a
sixth of all
about
reposes
ordinarily
AT
ALL, PAPERS DISCONTINUED
the money in the United States.
EXPIRATION OF TIME
A stone's throw away, St. Paul's
PAID FOR
church stands with its back to Broad
way preserved just as it was when
Advertisers are guaranteed the Washington knelt there for his first
United
largest dally and weekly circulation prayers as president of the
New
northern
in
States.
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Vicente Mares of Wagon Mound was
a business visitor in Las Vegas today.
John McNierney of Rociada came
in U.Bt night for a short business visit.
T. H. Bell of El Paso, Tex., was a
business- visitor in Las Vegas today,
W. R. Wright of Los Angeles, Calif.,
wafl a commercial visitor in Las Vegas today.M. Pienick of Denver, Colo., came
visin last night for a short business
'
this
,
city.
it, in
H. S. Bash and L. A. Ambs of
Zanesvllle, O., were business visitors
in Las Vegas today.
M. J. Douney of Newark, 0., arrived in Las Vegas last night for a several days' business visit
B. D. Raynolds of the First National
bank left last night for Kansas City,
Mo,, where he wil to on business for
a. short time.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Bowman returned to their home at Santa Fe last
night after having visited relatives in
this city for the ipast two weeks'.
C. A. Johnson, connected with the
Santa Fe Railway company, came in
last night from Trinidad for a short
'
.
husiness visit.
C. E. Brooks of Rochester, N. Y.,
arrived in Las Vegas last night and
will be a business, vMtortin Las Ve
1
gas for several, days!
Maaujice Kohn," representative for
the Sophomore Clothing company of
Chicago, was a 'business- visitor in
'"'
' .;
Las Vegas, today.
Mrs. Simoji Vorenberg of Wagon!
Mound came in last night for a sev-- e
ral days' shopping stay in this city.
Mrs. E. W. Neal of Shoemaker was
a ibusiness visitor in Las Vegas yesterday.
John C. L. Pugh and J. H. Ricker,1
Jr., left yesterday evening for Albu
juerque, where they will purchase an
automobile and drive the car to this
city.
for
Hugo Buerger, representative
Buerger Brothers Barber Supply house
of Denver, Colo., was a business visitor in Las Vegas today.
Mrs. W. J. Fugate, president of the
New Mexico Federation of Women's
Clubs, left this afternoon for Albuquerque where she will attend a meeting of the executive board.
Miss Agnes Brinegar returned to
Las Vegas this afternoon from Mount
Pleasant, Ia and will remain here.
Miss Brinegar attended the Normal
"University for several years prior to
last summer, when she went to Iowa.
Miss Minnie Cellers, proprietor of
the Cellers Dry Goods company, re
turned last night from Denver, Kansas City, Chicago and other places,
where she has been visiting friends
and relatives for the past several
weeks. MCi
.,,r.
General Superintendent Charles. H.
Bristol Of the western line of the
Santa' Fe Railway company passed
through Las Vegas this afternoon in
nis private business car on his way
to Albuquerque and other points on
ibusiness.' He was accompanied by his
'secretary, Bert Jones, a former resl-- j
dent of this city.
.j J. T. Ganzer, connected with large
eet sugar industries in Colorado, left
this afternoon for Rocky Ford, Colo.,
after having been a .business visitor
here for some time. Mr. Ganzer is
interested in the Rohrer demonstration
properties near this city, and believes
j in a big future for this section of the
?

;

-

'

'

;

j

state.

I!EN WANTED TO
DRAG

HIGH

WILL GIVE
ROAD COMMISSION
TO PERSONS
CONTRACTS
COMPETENT TO DO WORK

Robert J.Taupert of the road oommie-.,.jskthis morning stated that he is
Cjjdecidedly anxious to secure men and
5'! teams
to drag parts of the county
mrHa Thalraln whMl fell' tndav Will
place the improved roads in a
that 'will require dragging as
Isoon as the moisture leaves' the
.
jjground. The road commission is nx-iouis to have the roads dragged.
';
Only two stretches remain without
people and teams to work them. These
are the etretch from Green's lake to
the Junction of the Sapello road and
the Watrous road and from that place
to Sapello. People residing near these
7
places or wishing to get a contract for
thla work should eee Mr. Taupert or
any other member of the road commla- "
v slon at once.
4
The
contracts that already , have
',
,
been let for dragging the public highways, cover the following stretches:
From Las Vegas to Romeroville; from
Las Vegas to the Hot Springs; from
Azul to Onava, ana from Onava to
Watrous. The contracts are for dragging after each rain or enow storm
and through this method the best of
roads are maintained.
m

'

sett at Albany.. Other new managers are Fred Payne at Syracuse, Wid
Couroy at Elmira and Pete Noonan
Of the new managat Wilkes-Barrers, Conroy, Phelps and Payne are
the best known, all being former big
league players.
The New York State league will
play a season of 140 games, closing
September 13. All the teams on the
circuit have higher priced men this
year than ever before and the club
owners and managers all along the
line predict that the' race for the
pennant will be one of the most interesting In the history"' of the organization. .

Other contracts on different roads
be let as coon, as the highways
have been improved This improve
ment consists of the proper grading of
the road and such work as is needed
to fare for the flood waters" 'The
road commission is working overtime
to improve highways1, and before another year passes practically all the
main roads in the county will be in
the best (possible condition.
will

,

HAN FALL& UNDER A

TRAIN; LEGS CRUSHED
H.

FARGO GIVES CONCESSIONS
Fe, April 30. A conference

NOLZ WAS TRYING TO BEAT
HIS WAY FROM ALBUQUER-v- ,
QUE TO CHICAGO

Santa

the greatest importance to the
state was in progress all of yesterday in the offices of the state corporation commission wnen representatives of the Wells Fargo Express
company considered and debated with
the corporation commissioners and
Rate Clerk B. F. Seggerson, a readjustment of express rates, particularly
as appertaining to milk cream, and
dairy products. In many of the counties dairying is growing to be an important industry and the commission
desires to procure the most advantageous rates possible. Representatives of laundries, including 'J.' L;
Hubbs of Albuquerque and Fred For-nof- f
of Santa Fe. also appeared before the conference and secured con
cessions that sent them away rejaic- ing. The Wells Fargo company was
represented by N. K. Lockwood, of
San Francisco, traffic manager; and
E. R. Jones of Los Angeles, general
'
;'
superintendent.
of

Early this morning, while trying to
jump from Santa Fe train No. 8 at
the south end of the local yards, just
north of the bridge crossing the Galli-naH. Nolze was caught by the
wheels of the baggage car, and as a
result he is now in the Santa Fe
hispital, with .both legs crushed and
in a critical condition,
Nolze was beating his way from Albuquerque to Chicago. He had been
riding the rods on a baggage car. He
tried to get off the train before it
reached the station. Asi he fell under
the car, Nolze's lefi leg was caught
just above the ankle while his right
was caught below the knee.
Mindon McGee, night, round house
foreman, found the man soon after the
iaccident and immediately made arrangements to have him taken to the
Sdnia Fd 4iospii!alJ He quickly secured' tie switch "engine, which, made an
unusually fast trip so that the man
might be placed In the hospital with
little delay. Dr. W. H. Miller of the VINCENT ASI OR TAKES
Santa Fe hospital fills afternoon announced that the man probably would
MORE RESPONSIBILITY
recover.;"
The Santa Fe employes wlio were
so prompt in dispatching thla unfor- IN ADDITION TO MANAGING IM
tunate man to the company hospital
MENSE ESTATES, HE HAS A
deserve much credit foe their humane
WIFE TO LOOK AFTER
act. Had the man been allowed to
would
go untreated, he undoubtedly
Staatsburg, N. Y., April 30. Wil
have died within a few hours.
liam Vincent Astor, son of the late
Colonel John Jacob Astor, and Miss
Helen Dinsmore Huntington, whom
SOLDIERS WILL SPEND he has known since childhood, were
married here shortly after noon to
library of
NIGHT IN LAS VEGAS day in the big
Hopeland House, home of the bride's
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Robert P.
A Huntington.
THIS CITY WILL RESEMBLE
Less than 50 persons witnessed the
STRONGHOLD
MILITARY
ceremony, and of these three were
WHILE TROOPERS REST
the superintendents from the Astor,
ljaa Vegas will be a military strong- the Huntington and the Dinsmore eshold tonight. That is, the city will be tates, respectively. The other guests
a stopping place for the night for a were relatives and close friends of
train of soldiers and equipment on the the families. Plans had been made
way to Fort Wingate, N. ML, to pre- for an elaborate church wedding but
Mr. Astoifs recent
Illness, which
pare for service on the border- .The first section of the train carry- threatened pneumonia, made necesing the soldiers arrived here this af- sary the abandonment of these plans.
ternoon about 4:30 o'clock and will re- Eighteen hundred announcements were
main here for several hours' 'to rest sent out after today's ceremony, The
the horses, and the men. The second small company that witnessed it had
section will arrive about 8 o'clock and been invited by informal notes, i
will remain here'during the night aild
A fine rain was falling when the
leave tomorrow morning on the Jour- few guests from New York arrived! at
e
ney to Fort Wingate.
the
Huntington estate. Guards
The trains carry field artillery, cav- had been posted at the entrance and
alry and infantry and are being sent only those whose crjJtentials were un
southward because of. the war agita- questioned were admitted.
tion. They are from forts in Kansas
Mrs. Ava Willing Astor, mother of
and other parts of the' middle west.
the bridegroom, was among the guests.
The young widow of Colonel Astor,
MRS. ROSSIN DEAD
although invited, was not . present.
Last night at about 8:40 o'clock, She is in the south.
Mrs. E. L. Rossin, a resident of this
INSURANCE MEN FIGHT
9 tiast six months, died folcitjvfor
Jefferson City, Mo., April 30. A
illiiees
of about a year. Araa
lowing
rangements are being made to send suit to enjoin Charles G. Revelle, state
the body to Jefferson City, Mo., where superintendent of insurance, from col
burial wili occur.
lecting $8,000 from the Bankers' Life
Mrs. Rossin was 38 years of age and Association of Des Moines, Iowa, w'B
prior to coming to this city had been a filed heer today by attorneys repreresident of Jefferson City, Mo. Mr. senting the Des Moines association.
Rossin is employed at that city by the The Missouri Insurance department
Missouri Pacific' Railway company as holds that the: amount named is due
a locomotive' engineer. Mr. Rossin will the state as a premium tax on piai-nes- s
'
come to this city and accompany the
done in this state by the lies
Moines association. The suit is a
body;,, to .Jefferson City.
her husband, Mrs. Rdssin friendly proceeding to test the right
, Besides
is survived'
children. Two of the Missouri insurance department
daughters,, yvlajo, aged 19,. and Helen, to, iCjOtteefc ffhe tax of 2 per cent on
aged 14, have been in this city with premiums collected by assessment of
tAeir'f'moUiers': A tbaby 6 years old is life insurance companies.
.
in Jefferson Cty, with the grandparents. The body la at the establishThe last section for this season: of
ment of J, C. Johnsenr and .Sou pend- the Santa. Fa De Luxe,' No. 20 passed
ing the arrival of Mr. Rossin,
through Las, Vegas jlast night with
about 25 passengers. The Santa Fe
NEW YORK LEAGUE. OPENS
Railway company has enjoyed a large
.Scranton, Pa,, April 30. In four
paeronage with, this extra fast, extra
of the New York state league fare train and it undoubtedly is the
circuit the umpire's cry of "Play finest train running from Chicago to
Ball". was heard for the first time California.
today, marking 'the opening of the
The Al
1914 championship season.
A number of deadhead coaches have
team
iatial bopn rn"ho- - H.w v thlq pltv Hv the
the
lined
for
up
bany
ly has taken the place of Jack Smith Santa Fe railway during the past two
appeared at Elmira and Troy at days on their way to El Paso, where
Scranton, while the champion "Bin they will he used to transport refugoes" entertained the Utica team at gees from Mexico. Yesterday afterr'
noon a train composed of 12 cars passBinghamton.
;
The circuit of the league remains ed through, enroute from La Junta to
Paso.
the same as last season, but there
have many numerous changes among
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
the managers and players John Kelly has taken the place of Jacp Smith
as manager of the Scranton team and rjOST Y. M. C. A. bankbook, containEd Phelps has succeeded Jim Tam- ing a $5 bill. Return to Y. M. C. A.
v
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WORKERS TRY TO
CONVINCE

i

'

1

DO YOUR BANKING WITH US
We pay four per cent Interest on Time Deposits and
TWO PER CENT ON CHECKING ACCOUNTS

i

a TR.UST CO.

'

county, (announced . today that he
would hold an inquest over the body
of Major P. P. Lester, killed In the
fighting at the Walsen mine yesterday,
The coroner issued a statement
ill
which he said that Major Lester,' be
ing a member of the hospital corps,
was a
and that lis
death1 had the same legal status as if
he had been killed anywhere while
attending to his ordinary duties. The
major was not on the firing line, according to the coroner, but was some
distance away, attending Lieutenant
Scott, who had been wounded.
List of the Dead
A revised list of the known dead
in the fighting at the Walsen mine,
prepared today was as follows::
' MAJOR P. P. LESTER, killed Wed
nesday.
HENRY
FLOYD, citizen, killed
Tuesday night while riding on a mo'
torcycle.
GEORGE BOOX 'striker, killed early Tuesday morning in a stone house
on Seventh street, In Walsenburg.
Italian striker known as Dominick,
killed yesterday.
' All
was. peaceable In the ..Walsen
burg neighborhood today. The truce
effected last night after many failures
and misunderstandings still was in
force, and both parties waited the ar
rival of the federal troops, which
were to be sent from Trinidad.
At noon the strikers had not dellverde up their arms to the militia, but
their leaders said they would! turn
over the guns to the regulars. '

From a reliable source it was intimated that thi strikers lost at least
a score iz. iyesterday's engagement
with the militia;
fhat their wound
ed would exceed) that number, but this
could not be confirmed.
Women 'to Investiqate
A committee Consisting of Mrs. Lee
Heartz
Champion, MrsJ Evangeline
and Mrs. Alma Jafferty, arrived from
Denver today to investigate the deaths
of women and children at Ludlow at
the time of the battle of April 20.
The committee planned to visit Lud
low late today.

ty

PEOPLES BANK

Capital and Surplus $122,747.00

The motion originally placed before
the convention in session here provided for an appropriation of $10,000, but
an amendment unanimously adopted
provided for offering the whole fund
to White.
YESTERDAY'S BASEBALL
Federal League
R, H. E.
At Indiaiapolis
0 3 1
Pittsburgh
2 5 0
Indianapolis
Batteries: Henderson and Roberts;
Falkenburg and Rariden.
,!

At

R.H.E.

Chicago'"

....1

Baltimore

2

.

Chicago

2
6

3
0

and Jacklitsch;

Batteries:
Quinn
Fisk and Block.

National League
R.H.E.
At Brooklyn
6 10 1
Philadelphia . v, .;...
10 1
..2
Brooklyn
Batteries: . Alexander and Killifer;
Reagan, Allen, Reulbach and Fischer.
.

:

At Cincinnati

:

R.H.E.

More-'Awne-

SWASTIKA COAL
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
foot ofMmlti

New York at Boston; postponed,
rain.
Philadelphia at Brooklyn; postponed, rain.
Federal League
Baltimore at Chicago, clear.'
Brooklyn at Kansas City.

Pittsburgh at
Buffalo

at

r

Indianapolis.St. Louts.1''

VTii,

National League

Pittsburgh
Philadelphia
Brooklyn
Cincinnati
New York
Chicago .
R. H. E. S.t Louis
6 14 1 Boston

R, H. E.
At Chicago.7 12 2
Pittsburgh
0 4 3
Chicago
Batteries: Adams and Gibson; Lavender, Vaughan and Archer.

.......

.

1

W.

L.

10
6

2

...

.3
3
6

5

...........

7
4

............

At St. Louis
Louis
5 12 5
Buffalo
Crandall and Chapman;
Batteries:
Krapp, Ford and Blair.
St.

...

4
8
9
7

4

li.i
2

American La9u
L.

W.

9
4
Detroit
5
4
R. H. E. New York
At Kansas City
7 13 3 Washington
........6'.7
Brooklyn
10 12 1 Chicago . .
Kansas City
.j.V;;.
Batteries: Somers, Peters, Marlon Philadelphia
:..6
and Owens; Harris, Stone, Packard St. Louis . .
:1. 4
Boston .
and Easterly.
.3
Cleveland .
American League
Federal League
R. H. E.
At New York
'
It.
W.
7
1
Boston
St.
Louis
......9 2
1 7 0
New York
3
Batteries: Leonard, Bedient and Buffalo . .............4
6
Chicago
......6
SweeFischer
and
Carrlgan; Thomas,
Indianapolis . .. ...'...J. 6 " 6
'
.
ney.
5
Baltimore
,4
'
5
. . .4
R.H.E. Brooklyn ...
At Philadelphia-Philadel- phia
.....5 7
.4 9 2 Kansas City
.
2
'6
Pittsburgh
11
.
........6Board-ma-jln
Washington
Western
eLagus
Houck, Bressler,
Batteries:
L.
W.
and Schang; Lapp, Engel, Ayer's,
Denver
..........7 4
and Henry,

,

,

,

.

......

Des Moines
'St. .Joseph

Topeka .
Wihclta
Omaha
Lincoln
Sioux City

,

R.H.E.

Atlincoln-r- r

4

6
5

,.

6

,

C.i

......4
.....5

j.

.4

4
6
4
5
7
6

clfio railway front the Goulds to an
important banking interest were dr- culated in the financial district today.
They were supplemented by dispatches
from the west, stating that expert ac
countants and railroad engineers1 were
making an inspection of the system
for the proposed new;' interest
Kuh, Loeh and company, who were
mentioned aa acting .for the purchasers, declined to deny or affirm any
participation in the reported transfer.
KANSAS CITY

STANDING OF THE CLUBS

'

Mar-tine- 's

J.

MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY

3 12 3
Louis
..5 6 4
Cincinnati ..
Batteries:
Hagerman, Steele and
Benton and Clark.
Yingling,
Snyder;

iir-

fJ

G OM.L!'""l

St;- -

Guards
Washington, April 30. Urging it
was high time for the senate to take
steps to stop the "monstrous proposition of Colorado mine owners arming
thugs to shoot men, women and children like dogs in a kennel," Senator
Martina of New Jersey addressed
the senate in favor of immediate action
on hla bill to make It a criminal offense to employ armed guards.
.,,
iSenator .Martine introduced the bill
after the investigation into the recent
West Virginia coal strike at Paint and
Cabin Creeks. He said today to the
senate that armed' brutes employed as'
mine guards were responsible for the
setting aside of constitutional government in West Virginia and even worse ; At Detroit
R.H. E.
circumstances in Colorado. Senator
5 2
Chicago .. ...... .,'......'...
Shilton took exception to Senator
1 5 1
Detroit
statements saying West VirCicotte and Schalk;
Batteries:
ginia never had been In a state M Dubuc-anStanage.,
lawlessness, nor in such deplorable conditions as recently existed at Pater- Western League
son, Nl

3

A bank check is the way to pay your bills, because then you have a check on each bllL It Is easy to
keep your accounts straight when you have your money in the bank, because the bank keeps your accounts straight for you and saves you many hours of work and worry, start a bank account with us, and
you will see the convenience and afterwards, the absolute NECESSITY of having a bank account

FEDERATION

' No

M

Put Your Money in our Bank and we
Will Keep your Accounts Straight

TI

(Continued from Page One)

FIVE

LIVE

STOCK

Kansas City, April 30. Hoes, receipts 5,000. Market 5 cents lower.
'W
Bulk ?8.158.35; heavy f8.308.35;
and butchers $8. 20 8.
Pet. packers
pigs $7.408.
lights
$8.108.35;
.833
1,500. Market steaCattle,
receipts
.667
Prime fed steeds $8.609.15;
dy.
.625
dressed beef steers ?7.408.50; west.538
ern steers $7 8.75; southern steers
.500
cows $4.507.50; heif.333 $6.258.10;
stockers and feeders
ers
$6.758.90;
.308
bull3
?5.107.25; calves
$0.408.25;

37;

.250

?G.509.50.

Sheep, receipts 11,000. Market steato strong. Lambs ?6.2a8.15;
dy
Pet.
yearlings
$5.757.40; wethers $5.25
.692
6.80; ewes $4.256.50.
.556
.545

.538
.500

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
New York, A;ril 30. The market

closed strong. Speculation showed
but the market
.400 Irregularity today,
ended with good average gains de.250
spite professional pressure against
Steel and the decline in low priced
stocks and bonds. Late selling, in
Pet
with the decline in Steel
.818 sympathy
to 57, was checked by reports that
.571
new interests were entering into Mis.500
souri Pacific. That stock rose to 19,
.500
with 15 earlier.
compared
.441
The last sales were:
.444
72
Amalgamated Copper
.417,
:.
100
.Sugar
.259
94
Atchison .
.162
..
,'....
Pet Reading
Southern Pacific . j
90,
.636
153 .
Union Pacific . . .
.600
68
United States Steel
.556
..103
United States Steel, pfd
.500
.500

..455

!Jm
'.417
.400

mm is

FEOEOAL

COiWJJl IT

uatec B7M

m::n

Senator Martine's remarks, were
3 11 4
V
Lincoln
FORMER SECRETARY .OF THS INV
drawn out by a telegram on behalf Of
2 7 3
Wichita, ,
TERIOR
FISHER ADVISES
the Colorado strikers, presented by
Cooney, Scoggins and
"JAIL
'Batteries;
SENTENCED
HOUSE
COMMITTEE
THE
was
Senator Kenyon. Senator Martine
Meyer;.: Maddox and Castle.
reminded that federal troops have
Washington, April 30. Walter L.
been ordered to Colorado by President
R.H.E. AUTHOR, DIVORCEE AND INDUSAt Denver'
o Chicago former secretary
Fisher,,
Wilson.
..15 13 2
.
TRIAL WORKER ARRESTED
of the .interior testified before the
"I understand that is true," he said, Topeka
H 1
Denver ...
FOR "MOURNING"
house .committee on public lands tobut It was tardy;' it was1 tardy to the
Faircloth and Rapps;
r Batteries:
;
tin advocacy of the federal conday
point of sluggishness."
Schreiber and Spahr.
30. Upton Sinclair trol of water
Witte,
New
Zamlock,
York,
April
Italian Is Worried
power on the public doand the four women who were arrest- main. He said the arguments
of
Mr. Confakmieri, the Italian am
R.H.E. ed with him yesterday in front of the
At Omaha
those urging state control .had back
bassador, called agadn today on Secre Omaha
1
8
....3
;
Standard Oil building while they par- of them same. .motive of
tary Bryan to ask for protection for St.
0 7! 2 aded aa "mourners" protesting against
.Joseph
for some interests In the state. .
the' Italians who wre.iri-- ' danger in
Clossman and Shestak; John D. Rockefeller, Jr's. policy in the
Batteries:
strlkel
Mr. Fisher favored the Ferria Mil
the Colorado
'Reports stating Sterzer and Schang.
Colorado .mine war, were today found
:for, the development of wa'
providing
that several small children had heen
R.
; At Des Moines
guilty of disorderly, conduct, and each ter power in, the. publio domain, ia
killed tad reached '"'the ambassa'dbft
0
5
Moines
was sentenced to pay a fine of $3, with
relation 'to the, elctria. energy ava.il-.abl- e
and he was attempting to secure fiif- ..2 10, 1 the alternative of three days in jail.
Sioux
City
thosa
for .use (for the public
th'er knowledge of the circumstances
Batteries: J Lafferty and Shaw; wiSinclair, Mrs.' Donie Listner and lands. He said state rights could to
which would" decide whether Indemnthers and Crisp.
Mrs, Elizabeth Freeman refused to
adequately preserved under fee bill:,
ity could be obtained.
pay the fine. Mrs. Belle Silverman that the final control and uitin-att- t
and Mrs. Margaret Remington Charter
'
'"'
Grand Jury Meets
supervision of power must rest in &
said' they would pay.
federal government
"Boulder, Colo., April 30. The grand
TODAY'S BASEBALL
A Suffragette Stunt
jury convened here today on the call
Sinclair made a speech in court,
WOOL PRICES H AHC 7N
of District Attorney Carlson to Inves
that be was on the verge of London, Afnl 30 Tl,n v
4
saying
recent
fighting at the Hecla
tigate the
a physical breakdown, but that not- 877 1hW of.' rrd st
. ;
American League
mine near Louisville. Sheriff Buster,
"
withstanding this he would go to jail today. Strong At-t- !.
Louis.
at
S.t
Cleveland
in bil '
A. C. Felts, a detective, and several
was
He
strike.
a
and
hunger
begin
'
vanced pBoston at New York.
y rv x 3 a .1
women from Louisville were called as
Mrs. Sinclair
C ' r i
Ufj in 5 I'iT '
Washington at Philadelphia, post- promptly locked up.
witnesses.
joined the "mourners" In the rain this
poned, rain.
afternoon. She said slia had heard
A.H.E.
At St Louis
Kanaans "Come Across"
3 7 2 her husband had been ..mnt to jail,
enCleveland
30.
The
Pittsburg, Kas., April
6 12 1 but she considered .it more important,
tire defense fund of 200.O0O belong- St. Louis
and to march in front of tita Standard Oil
Collamore
Batteries: Mitchel,.
ing to district No. 14, United Mine
Crosain.
building than to .visit him.
and
ffames
in
was
placed
larfsch;
Workers of America,
interna-'onaNational League
l
he hands of John P. White,
T '
THE "MOP" SOLD
St. Louis mt Chicago,
'
president of the mine workers,
Now
York,
April DO. Rumors of a
Colorado
Cincinnati at Pittsburgh, postponed'
oday for US'? in helping the
ahange! of control of the Ktssouri Fa- ".old.
itrikers.
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East Bound
Arrive

first Monday In
each month at Masonic
Temple at 7:80 p. m. p. No,
A. Brlnegar, H.
P.; r. o. No.
No.
Blood, Secretary.
No.
O. O F. LAS VEGAS
LODGE NO.
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WANTED
Girl for wrapping department. No one younger than' 16 years
need apply. Baoharach Brothersu

fourth Thursday evening each
month at W. O. T. hall. Visiting
brothers cordially invited. Howard
Davis, Dictator; p. A. Urn
Secretary.

. av
2:30 a. av

! This

f

It 's giving you
a present for doing something
you 'd do any
way when you
learn how Much

i
mo

11

u

BeferEMPRESS
FLOUR realh is.

I

c

J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO.
541
I. O. of B. B. Meets
every first

KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUf
Man to take contract to
CIL NO. 804. Meets second and
drag highway from Las Vegas to a jurth
Thursday In O. R. C. hall,
point on the Mora road. Sea Tau- - Pioneer
building. Visiting members
pert
are cordlall? Invited. Richard Devlne,
T K.; Frank Angel, F. 8.

Made by GERMAN PROCESS

2,000 lbs.,
1,000 Iba,
200 lbs.,
60 lbs.,

KNUINEWM.
ROGERS &
SONS' & A A
STANDARD

SILVER
FRENCH.
REY (STERLING) FINISH

EMPRESS!
can be o- -

DR. F. B. HUXMANN

JONES-BOWER-

NEW

S

MEXICO

TESTING

LABORA-TORIE-

ASSAY ANYTHING
The names of 15 candidates for the 415
Copper Ave., Albuquerque, N. M.
nomination for governor will appear
on the Oregon primary ballots next
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AGUA PURA COMPANY

Hukat

New Merle.

Vegaa,

tained in this city from

or Mora, Each Delvary .w....M. M .v.C9 par 1tt IOi
.2 5e par 1ti laa.
to 2,000 lbs., Each Delivery
to 1,000 lbs. Each D41vry
w. .MS9o per 1H lh.

Leu than

Attorneya-at-La-

Us

s

ONE COUPON FROM
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
FIVE
STAMPS
BRINGS YOU THE
SPOON
IT 'S

BETAIL PRICES

Dy

HUNKER A HUNKER
George A, Hunger. Chester A.

a

Silver Spoon
-i- you use
EMPRESS
FLOUR

vvAiriji

ATTORNEYS

a

1:35 .
6:41 a. m
4:31 .
7:00 f.

elegant Rogers'

D

wain thjjj well hred pigs a month MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
or 6 weeks old. Address H. A. Har
Meet ,ln the Forest of Brotherly
vey, Box B, City.
Love at Woodmen of the World hall,
on the second and fourth Mondaya of
WANTED
Experienced cook. Apply each month at 8 p. m. c. H. Stewart,
1053 Eighth street
Sonsul; O. Laemmle, Clerk; T. W
Montague, Local Deputy.
Tieitlni
WANTED
Sewing; prices reasonable. members are especially weleoae mat
Mary M. Richert, 402 East National cordially Invited.
avenue.

an easy and
practical method. Terms moderate.
D. Trambley, 1215 Mora avenue.

s

.

Depart

m.....

6:35 a. m
4:20 p. m
6:35 p. m

Toes,
day of the month in the Testry rooms
uf Temple Monteflore at S
o'clock a
m. Visiting brothers are
cordially in
WANTED
Farm hand at the Harvey vited. Isaac Appel, president; Charta
ranch. Address Box B., City.
Greenclay, Secretary.

arAmsii lessons

m.

.

m.....ll:5t

a. m
p. m..... 2:0
West Bound

For ilsstt

consumptive.

Depart

7:5

m

For YOU!

KNIGHTS AND LADIES OF SECUR-ITFOR SALE Jersey heifer, will be
COUNCIL NO. 2390,-M- eets
In
fresh in about three weeks. Inquire W. O. W.
hall, Sixth street, on the
N. O. Herman, 429 Grand avenue.
first and third Mondays of
each
month at 8 p. m.
Visiting Knights and
Ladles always welcome.
O. L. Fier
man, President; A. D. Tillman, Financier; Mrs. A. V. Morrow, Local Deputy,
FOR
RENT Furnished room, good 908 Jackson avenue; Z. W.
Montague,
location. Apply Optic.
Assistant Deputy, 1011 Sixth
street,
East Las Vegaa, N. M.
FOR RENT Suite of rooms in mod
ern home, also single room; cannot L. O. O.
MOOSE Meets second and
rent to
1034

street Phone

P- -

4

1...

ah visiting

White Leghorn and In- Wan Runner Duck hatching eggs.
$1.00 per 14. Right now ia tibia time B- - P. O. ELKS Moota
to iset them. Phone 'Mala 315.
fourth Tuesday
evening of each
North Eighth etreet. Koogler Bros. month EHkB"
home on Ninth etreet
and Douglas arenn.
Visiting brothers
100 BUFF ROCK
baby chicks, $12.00. are cordially l.vited. Wm. H.
must
Money
accompany order. Will er, Exalted Ruler; D. W. SpringCondon,
treat you right. Mrs. Maggie E. Secretary.
Stevens, Humboldt, Kan.

FOR SALE;

.7:20

II

No.
brethren cordially
to attend No.
J. rnedenstlna xr n . .
No.
Rogers,
V.G.;rM.ElWood. Secretary; Karl No.
Wertz.-. TVaa
n v.
v,.
Hedgcock,

Dentist
Dental work of any description at
DISPLAY OF FOREST PRODUCTS
moderate prices
Chicago, 111., April 30. The Forest Room 1, Center Block.
Office Phone
Products exposition, the first large exMain 381. Residence Phone Main 413
hibition of the lumber and kindred
East Las Vegas. New Mexico
ever held In America, was
opened In the coliseum today and will Profeslonal
Health Culture for Ladles
be continued until May 10. The prinMRS. OLLIE SHEARER
cipal purpose of the exhibition is to General
Massage, Hair and Scalp
impress upon the mtnda of the AmerTreatment, Facial Massage, ManK
ican people the importance of forest
cure, Chiropody.
conservation and scientiftc woodland
Steam Laundry Building
development. To this end' the federal
Phone Vegas 128
government has sent an elaborate ex Office Hours: 1:30
p. m. to 3:30 p. m
hibit Illustrating every feature of
modern forest conservation and develMONUMENT. CO
opment. During the period1 of the ex- N. M.
Albuquerque,
ManuPosition the National Lumber
215 E. Central
facturers' Association and other
!3 Tears Practical Experience.
connected with the lum- PI. A. JONES
W. W. BOWER8
ber Industry will hold conventions In

month..

LOCAL TIME CARD

LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. S, ROY
AL ARCH MASONS Regular

atrujWKia.

O

Meets first and third Ve
day evenings each month at Woo
men hall. Visiting brothers cordial
ly invited to attend. C. N. Dougls
W. P.; Nicholas Cordova, Secretarj

F. O. E.

LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. t,
Flva cent per line each Insertion.
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR Reg-t- a
Estimate tlx ordinary words to a line.
Tiec-V"""- ''
jiar conclave
No ad to occupy less space than two
In each month at MaSay
All
lines
advertisements
charged
sonic Temple at 7:30 p. m. Dr. H.
will be booked at space actually set
M. smith, E. C; Chas. Tamme. Re
without regard to number of words.
corder.
Cash In advlnce preferred.

solescence.

Chicago.

LIS

LODGE NO. 2, A. F. A FRATERNAL
BROTHERHOOD
Mft
102 Meets every
A. M. Regular comMonday nlemi B
munication first and O. R. C. hall bn Donclae arena
laird. Thursday lu S O'clock. Visiting memhnra r ah
ch month, visiting dia'.ly welcome, j. c. Werta, Pr
cordially in dent; J. T. Buhler. Secretary; 0,
vited. Guy M. Cary, W. AW, H, S. Van Bally, Treasurer.
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AND CAFE

CHAPMAN

LATEST
METHOD OF DEALING
WITH CROOKS DIMINISHES
THE PICKPOCKETS

have been made, 326 revolvers and
blackjacks have been taken from
as 'many professional thieves and
"gunmen," while more than $5,00f
worth of stolen property has heen recovered.
Since the "clean-u- p
squad"
has heen in operation the number of
complaints of losses by (pickpockets
has droped 95 per cent. During the
pilgrimages of the members of the
"squad" to the various resorts in the
city the thing most frequently com
mented: on is the absence of the criminals who are known to the police,
ibut who are shrewd enough to beep
orot of their way.
The members of
the "squad" attribute this condition
to the fact that the new police commissioner has given an order which
enables the police to use their clubs
freely when necessary, If a criminal
does not obep the officer's command
to "move on." Before tills order was
given to the police thus toughs and
criminals would disregard the officer's
command and often times laugh at
him, knowing he f&a powerless. But
under the new conditions they move
on as soon as ah officer comes in
sight. The "squad" dons its work by
inspecting districts beginning at the
first district and continuing up to the
Bronx. The men average two nights
(n each district. When the circuit has
been completed they begin all over
again. During the first trip the men
visit all hangouts and if they find any
criminals within they warn the proprietor that he will be prosecuted for
maintaining a disorderly house if any
objectionable persons are found there
again, the theory being that if the
criminals' hangout be taken away
they will have no place where they
can keep out of the limelight. Therefore, they must either leave the city
or stay in their rooms.
j There has been considerable inquiry lately at the controller's office
relative to the cost to the city of
New York of its water service. The
official report of experts engaged to
investigate this matter shows that the
grosa revenues from the Bale of water
in the entire city during 1913 were
$12,753,050.52 and the total operating
expenses, including taxes, $4,622,128.86,
leaving a total operating Income of
$8,130,081.66.
Deducting from this latter amount Interest on outstanding
water bond9 pertaining to the old water system, $3,270,451.72, and the authorization charges thereon, $1,534,-158.6a total of, $4,804,610.33, leaves
a net income of $3,326,311.11. No d
predation or obsolescence charges are
included In this figure, although the
amortization charges have been Included for the reason that it eervcs
something of the samei purpose. The
operating expenses for 1913 represent
36.2 iper cent of the revenues, the 63.8
per cent remaining representing the
net Income from operation, excluding,
interest on investments or bonds outstanding, the proceeds of which form
part of such investment, the annual
conctributlon to the sinking fund of the
city to amortize euch bonds, and also
any allowance for depreciation or ob-

RESTAURANT

SOCIETY DIRECTORY

MOT

v

LOBBY

IHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS
f HI BEST GOODS OBTAINABLB ALWAYS HAND

i

SO AD

New York, April 30 The latest
method of procedure devised by the
police In an 'effort; to rid New York of
Its criminal element is the "clean-u- p
squad." This has been in operation
for several weeks. The "squad" is
divided into two sections of fourteen
men each. On devotes its time to
making it uncomfortable for professional pickpockets, and the other to
thugs of the more vicious and bolder
type. The police commissioner in his
report on the work of the squad states
that during three weeks, 195 arrests

T5he

,
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THE OPTIC WISHES TO GIVE ONE OF THESE SPLENDID HOUSEHOLD NECESSITIES TO EVERY FAF

Arrangements have been made with the Las Vegas Light & Power Co., for the purchase of
these Irons and an ABSOLUTE GUARANTEE goes with every one of them.'

foil

3

J

L::

THINK of the hours you spent last summer, in a hot stuffy kitchen doing the family ironing.
THINK of the Cool Comfort in which you may spend like hours during the coming
months of warm weather by simply taking advantage of this

WONDERFUL "OPPOPLTUNITV'

'

;

No tramping back and forth, many, many mil9s a year carrying loads of iron
No running out to the woodshed in all sorts of weather to lug in coal and
:.
wood to keep a roaring fire in the kitchen stove.
-.
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And in THREE MINUTES the iron is ready to use with a steady regular heat.

H

I

1

I

11

HOW

Y

Pay your subscription IN ADVANCE for one year at only

) r

'

pkA

1.

f

0

1
1

THE SAME PRICE YOU ARE PAYING BY THE WEEK OR MONTH, AND THE IRON IS YOURS.

This applies only to "Paid in Advance" subscriptions and all back
subscriptions must be paid up in full.
I

v

CALL

JL

L.--

(

!3

at the OPTIC OFFICE at once, pay your subscription and get your iron, or mail
your check and the iron will be delivered to your home.

'

THURSDAY, APRIL 30, 1914.

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,
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9

The Browne Tonight

9

You Surely Want the Best in

When making your Salad,

5

THE BEST IMPORTED IS

ANTONINI.

I'"

..

',i

LOCAL

is

at

lamps
'

SOMETHING NEW
7:14

'

Pike's Peak

.

Old Taylor whisXey and Sherwood
Rye at the Opera Bar. Adr,,

We have it in both GLASS BOTTLES and TIN CANS

9

The flour for

The ;real tango pumps are for" eale
at Taicnert's Clothing Store, i They
will protect the Jaheer from falling.
Come in and eee he Invention; Adv,
Tan4

$'-

Tnhiisfiniaaeeii removed

-

t
of strawWe(Swill
berries for preserving nextiVi-da- y
at $1.25 a crate. Send your
..
order
now,

.,

Boots and shoes made to order,
cripples fitted perfectly.,. Repairing.

H

WHAT IS IT?

weftjLsw'

cart'j.

.;.:

.

Joe
,

noon.

j. t .aoKi

jny' 'ilibp
t ...521
have
Sixth street and invite, aJl my old

I

customers as
Martin. Adv.

line..-

pasliry

,i

from St. Anthony's sanitarium dnd js
now at his homo, well on .the road fo
recovery. Johnsen submitted! to two
operations, which were performed at
the. sanitarium.

v

dWUWlMlH

everything in
Saves ..time,
worry and money,1 but best of
all it Insures. success in bakingr
Call at our; store an J ask for
tree sample. J the regulai price
is 9 pounds for 45c, 25 pounds
'
'
for $1.
V,
V' C'V'

V

.the

St cams' Store

" '

Self Rising
Flour

Friendship club 'bakery sale May
watch for further announcement.

Adv.

OH 'i'TS

GROCER AND BAKER

i

...'.'1

Wanted Clear Las Vegas property
to extent of $9,000 for equityin beaiiti:
Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
ful apartment bouse "In Los Angelesj
in wood. Direct from the distillery to
Good Income. Balance $6,000, . three
you. At the Lobby, of course. Adv.
years at seven per cent. Send full
I'
particulars to Apartment A. 3531 SunAlvan N. White, superintendent of
set Blvd. 'Los Angeles, ''California.
Instruction lor New '. .Mexico,
public
Adv.
passed! through Las Vegas this after-- '
noon on his way to koy. where he will
J. D. Hand is expected to return
commelcement exercises
to the city within the next few days attend the
of
the
public schools. Mr. White will
from Chicago. Nothing authentic has
to
Mouncj Saturday and atgo
Wagon
been learned concerning the sale or
tend a big rally tiat is to be held
here.
exchange of the Hand project
there. He reports educational condiDoubtless Mr. Hand will give out intions excellent in New Mexico.
formation concerning the deal when
he arrives in Ijas Vegas.
The body of Mm S, F. Hemler,1 who
died in Denver last Sunday, arrived in
con
Fe
Santa
for
the
The tickets
this afternoon accompanied
cert to be given Saturday evening at Las Vegas
fry Mr. Hemler. The funeral services
on
sale
were
the opera house
placed
will occur Saturday afternoon at 2 30
at the Y.' M. C. A. this morning for o'clock
from the Christian tabernacle.
will
be
the railway folk. The tickets
the
for
again
people
reserved
railway
A special tourist car was attached
tomorrow, and on Saturday will be to train
No. 10 today, carrying 31 re
open for the general public,
cruits from Fort Logan, Colo., on their
way to Fort Bliss, Texas.

It is the highest' grade of
that can be produced

short-enin- g

ASIC YOUR GROCER
THE LIGHT LOVELY LOAVES.

:

made from our
Pure Qujll flour are the pride
of the' careful housekeeper.
She likes to see her family
them.
and visitors
enjoy
She enjoys them herself.
A sack of Pure Quill flour
makes; 'poor baking almost
impossible. Order one today
and your tread, cakes, etc.,
will be as good as anybody's
better than most people's.

of bread

HARVEY'S IS OPEN
34th season of this famous moun
tain resort. Carriage out every Saturday morning, returning following

.

Friday; charge, including passage
both ways $10. Special rates for longer time. Address East Las Vegas,
Box B. Leave orders at Murphey's
or Plaza hotel. Adv.

'

ohe Las Vegas Roller Mills

Benny Chavez, once a live competi
tor for the bantamweight championship, has wired Cordova and Montoya
for a bout with Young Duran. Chavez, however,' asks for a guarantee
"
of $150, which "is unusually iarge.
Chavez gradually has declined in fame
during the past several months, and
hia request for a $150 guarantee
shows that he considers Las Vegas
a, mint. '.Chavez '.has,' been : pulling
down from $3 to $r for fights in. Denver, according to rumors from that
place, and possibly Cordova and Mon
toya will offer him a $2 guarantee.

Jefferson Reynolds, President
.
,
S. B. Davis, Vice President
H. Erie Hoke, Assistant Casbiw.
fiaUeTRaynolds. Cashier.
E.

Iff

We also carry

DRaynolda. Vice President.

THE LARGEST STOCK OF AUTOMOBILE TIPES, SUPPLIES AND ACCESSORIES IN THE CITY ; v

The street paradu of the Gentry
shows, which will exmbit In Las Ve
gas on Thursday, May 7, on the big
vacant lot on the corner of Baca ave
described by
nue anJ Sixth street,
the press agent as being nearly a
solid mile of gold and glitter. It has
been stated that a circus can he
judged by Its parade which Is sup
posed to tell the story, and according
to the same authority, this statoenient
is a pretty good criterior to go by.
At this season of the year the wagons are all freshly painted and elaborately decorated .with gold and .sil
ver, while the pretty prancing ponies,
of which there are over 100, are as
fat and sleek as butter balls.
The parade will leave the circus
grounds promptly at 10:30 o'clock
morning and will cover all
Thursday
'
the downtown streets, returning
the show grounds before noon, bo as
to have everything in readiness for
the opening performance of the after

I

I

NEWS

Light automobile
o'clock this evening.

C

The Best California Oil

I

..

bottles
We have it in SMALL, MEDIUM'and LARGE glass
sixteenth
And in One, one half, one quarter, one eighth one
Gallon Tina.

LIVERY xnd REPAIRING

ADMITTED
CHILDREN WILL BE
FOR 25 CENTS AND ADULTS
FOR 35 CENTS

or on a Physician's Prescription?

,

AUT0M0B LE

FOR GENTRY

The Perils.of Pauline

Olive OiI;:

PRICES

REDUCED

Being punished while committing a
theft was the experience of a soldier
at the Santa Fe station today. The
man was in the act of taking a piece
of ice from the ice cart and not notic
ing the vehicle was moving slowly,
his left foot was run over by the
wagon, which was loaded with about
a ton of Ice. Perhaps this particular
soldier will watch his feet the next
time he Is about to quench his thirst,
He might even stub his toe on a bar,
as he apparently is absent minded.
TAX NOTICE
j'iOtt the first day of May, the second
half of the 1913 taxes will become
due. AH taxes not paid before June
l'wlll be subject to a; penalty. ? gi
'
BUGEN'IO ROMERO, .'
j
County ',. TfeasurerV t
'

RAIN AND HAIL MAKE

.

;

'"

ALL REPAIR WORK
GUARANTEED
--

LET US GIVE YOU A TIRE TALK

LAS VEGAS MQTOR CAR . CO.
;

FORMERLY

.'

im

V

The afternoon, performance will be
gin promptly at 2 o'clock and the
evening show at 8 o'clock. The doors
will be opened one hour earlier at
each performance, giving all ample
time to secure comfortable seats before the show begins.
The price of admission will be reduced to 25 cents for children and 35
cents for adults, for this day and date

THE MOISTURE WILL DO THE
COUNTRY A VAST AMOUNT
OF GOOD
I

Capital, $100,OGOSurplus and iUndhided ProIitsT $23,000.

In every department of Banking we
are pre paired to; give the best

of

service

t

:

A rainstorm, punctuated by frequent
showers of hail, was the offering of
Shortly
thdj weather bureau today.
affcr'midniirlit tlia rain started, and
ju'igtng from conditions today it pro- b(ijly will continue tonight
The storm will An a wondrous
amount of good for the country.
tt
will assure the cattle and sheep men
of .an abundance of grass this spuing
while thlfagriculturists are' equally
enthusiastic, for the moisture is just
what is needed and at the right
.

,
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D C:iKir.:3EjilofEveryll:::3Eii

The

Diamond-Apri- l's

Birthstone

'J

EVAPORATED PRUNES

M

JUST RECEIVED

purity and is
supreme among precious
etones in its fascination
for mankind. See us before you buy
Symbolizes

i
.

Hit

U tIAl

iflllU

y.aillilL

.

time.
TV.
''.t
:,
..
Althnnirii tho tini! mav ' liave in
jurecl, to a certain extent, the fruit
crop, yet this is doubtful, as the
hail., was not in large chunks., Mobf
fruitj trees usually have too many
blossoms in the pprin:,' and perhaps
the frui
providence la ajmStrfint'
growers to produce fruit with quality
'

.

nr lllfiilll

GAY

'

rather than quantity.
Up to 8 o'clock this morning the
rainfall; was .13 inch. Knour-c- moisture fell later to briug tho firure well
over an inch.
.
'

'."

r

:

Alio

us.
market today
or plain thread. Micheiin tubes

Bor the. best on the
--

Miller JNon-Ski-

n

and tires and Fiske tires and everything
ed for the auto.

need-

only.
ALL WOSK

SKAFTE

TO QUIT WORK

DONE

AT OUR SHOP

GUARANTEED FOR ITS PERFECTNESS

ATY.-y.CA-

H As BEEN EMPLOYED

The Las Vegas Automobile
and Machine Shop

THERE FOR

FOUR YEARS; IS COMPETENT
MECHANIC

Charles Skafte tomorrow will quit
the service of the Y. M. C. A., for
which he has been janitor for the
past four years. Mr. Skafte will remain here for a short time and then
go to Chicago, where ne probably will
locate. He has been of great service
to the Y. M. C. A.', as, In addition to
being a competent janitor, he has a
good knowledge of plumbing and mechanics.
Mr. Skafte has been of assistance
by his ability as a carpenter. He is
popular with the members of the association, dormitory dwellers and
those who have homes in the city.
Temporarily the furnof e will be tend
ed by other employes of the associa
tion, while the rooms will be cared
for by Mrs. James Black, colored. In
the fall, when it is necessary to have
the furnace cared for regularly, a student probably will te engaged for
1
that work.
i
j
The association, it was learned,
made the change in order to cut
down operating expenses. Mr. Skafte
is a competent workman. If he; can
obtain regular employment here he
likely will remain, as he dsslrea to
bring up hia two children in New
Mexico.
Their mother died here
about four years ago, only a few days
after her arrival from Chacigo.

DO NOT WAIT TO SAVE MONEY
To have that Happy Home.
Let us help yon

to it Now.
'

'

Our easy payment
plan will get the very
things you want, with''
out your missing the
money.

"

----

j

--

J. C. JOHNSEN & SON
COMPLETE

HOME FURNISHERS

As tnei lighters are to enter
the ring at catch, weight,, Quran will
!havo a 6liglit advantage over Ms op
ponent for, although,' he wwUy"3Ake6
the necessary weight limit with east,
the free limit will add to hia strength
and give the local boy a chance to
IIHAN-REIG- E
BOOT TO show lis real anility against a clever
.
ClKCUSi GrQJLLNDS
;
boxer.
Corner
ny.:!j.it.
St.
and 6th
BE FAST EXHIBITION Duran trains on tha ti'eH 'iide ovef
the Pastime' pool hall ajjt! jayjies his
frienda to visit bis quartrs and watch
d6"fH 'BOXERS ARE REPORTED IN his progress. He is confident of VK?
is ' over all
tory over ReMe, as-hGOOD SHAPE FOR THE
fighters, but. he is carctul "To make
..BATTLE ON MAY 11
sure that lie is In condition to ha;k
'. "'r tt'
his confldencei
','
The Duran-Reid- e
boxing contest, that up
Tfe' mid
is to be staged in this, city on Mon
A special train of eight curs will
day night, May 11, undoubtedly will
u,x9 In
be an excellent exhibition of the man- arrive in Las Vegas at noon next' Satly art. Cordova and Montoya, the urday enroute from Los 'Angeles to
promoters, have assured the fans that Atlanta, Ga. The train will carry
- I
every feature of the entertainment Shriners on their way, to the national
I Z
h "
i
will he the Ibest that It is possible to Shriners' convention, to be" held at
next
week.
secure, including all
preliminary Atlanta, Oa.,
bouts.
W. F. Stedman, a? brajkeinan
Reide, popularly luiown'is 'the "As!
...
';
on the local division of the
pen Whirlwind," is lpbited upon as
i
one of the speedy artists of the game, Santa Fe Railway company, returned
and is supposedly not merely a fight- to Las Vegas today from Albuiiuerqm?
er for what he can make in coin, but minus his watch. , Stedman stopped
is trying to grab a high notch in fistic, at a hotel in Albuquerque Tuesday
I
circles. He has captured a number of night. When he awoke the next morngood decisions in Denver and is a ing his watch, which had been placed
wil'lingToxer, from all reports.
is under the pillow" before he retired,
due to arrive In this city the latter was absent, according to the roll call.
or the first of next He has been advised by frienda to
part of this
and will begin tralnmg Immediately purchase a burglar proof safe to keep
upon his arirval
his watch in while sleoping.
IMiran, the coming fighter who won
a clean decision over foung Ad
t
VEER BOYLE RESIGNS
Ervien, the resignation to take efin this city some time ago, is
Veer fect on May 1. Mr.
Santa Fe, April 30.
will devote
now in excellent condition.
He will B"5'le baa resigned as selection clerk his entire time to the florist and fruit,
begin active- training for the bout at In the office of Land Commissioner R. railing business.
once.
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